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1CHAPTER ONE - INTRODUCTION
The purpose ofthis research was to determine the English language needs ofArabic-
speaking students who come to Iowa State University (ISU) to study at the imdergraduate
and graduate levels. In particular, I was interested in conductingwhat Tarone and Yule
(1989) refer to as a "global needs analysis" to identifyArabic-speaking students' purpose in
learningEnglish and a useful description ofsituations in which they use English. In addition,
but to a lesser extent, I also wanted to conduct what Richard West (1996) refers to as a
"deficiency analysis" to identify Arabic-speaking students' lacks or the "gap" between their
previous English language program experiences, their present English language proficiency
levels, and aspects ofEnglish Language required be successful students at ISU. These
analyses were based on student and instructor perceptions and my observations of classes
students attend. Particularly, I hoped to leam more about the needs ofKuwaiti students via
ascertaining the needs ofArabic-speaking students at ISU.
Background
I was interested in conducting an academic English needs analysis ofArabic-speaking
students because I plan to teach in Kuwait; most likely I will teach several students who plan
to attend university in the U.S. I believe that identifyingand assessing particular learner
needs will assist me in focusing on my learners and will thus allow me to become a more
effective teacher. In learner-focused teaching, leamer needs, purposes, and goals for learning
a target language must be ascertained so that these needs, purposes, and goals can be served.
It is important to note here that by Arabic-speaking students, I mean those students who are
from countries in whichArabic is the primary language usedfor communication. Though a
standard form ofArabic is shared bymost of these countries for formal writing, for spoken
Arabic, many different dialectal varieties exist. Because these students arefrom different
countries andspeak different dialects ofArabic, there may be some variation in theirEnglish
language needs. However, it is assumed that due to cultural similarities and the fact that
differences in Arabic use by students of different countries is onlydialectal, English language
needs will be similar.
Though it is agreedupon bymost language practitioners and researchers that a needs
analysis (NA)must be conductedprior to a courseof study, NA is important for more than
just pedagogical purposes. According toWest(1994), NAencompasses the "full educational
process—the determination of objectives, contents, curricula, for theproduction and testing of
new materials, for the development ofautonomous learning, assessment by the learner,
feedback for the conduct and reorientation of the project, teacher education and re-education
and 'for running the entire system'" (12).
But who can best identify these needs and through which methods can these needs be
best determined? According to many language practitioners and researchers, how to conduct
aNA depends on the situation (Tarone and Yule, 1989; West, 1994 & 1996; Holliday, 1995;
Waters, 1996; Dudley-Evans and St John, 1998; etc.). Though NA is situational, most agree
that it is best to include the input of both insiders (i.e. learners, teachers, sponsors) and
outsiders (i.e. researchers, observers) (Holliday, 1995; Dudley-Evans and St John, 1998;
Ramani et al., 1998). Outsiders may be more objective and provide a "fresh or altemate
viewpoint because they are not necessarily stakeholders" (Dudley-Evans and St John, 131).
However, they may misinterpret data since they are not intimately familiar with the setting.
On the other hand, insiders are familiar with the setting, which may cause them to be biased,
and theyaregenerally not trained inmethodology. Therefore, it is important to consider both
viewpoints.
In addition to obtaining outside and inside viewpoints, many language practitioners
and researches now agree it is also best to usemore than one methodto assess and analyze
needs. Some of these methods include tests and evaluations, situational observations and
analysis of spoken andwritten texts usedtherein, questionnaires, interviews/discussions, case
studies, leamer/teacher diaries, and previous research. Besides employing more than one
method, many believe it is best to compare these methods and then triangulate them (Waters,
1996; Benesch, 1996; Barkhuizen, 1998; Ferris, 1998; Jasso-Aguilar, 1999; etc.).
Literature Review
To obtain background knowledge on NA, I conducted research in four main areas. They are
as follows: that which
1) provided a general background on NA and criteria with which to evaluate NA such
as Makay and Palmer (1981), Hutchinson and Waters (1987), Nunan (1988), Tarone and
Yule (1989), West (1994 & 1996), Waters (1996), and Dudley-Evans and St, John (1998);
2) employed various methods ofNA such as Benson (1989), Savage and Storer
(1992), Holliday (1995), Benesch (1996), Barkhuizen (1998), Ferris (1998), Ramani et al.
(1998), Jasso-Aguilar (1999), Chia et al. (1999), and Alalou and Chamberlain (1999);
3) provided examples ofNA instruments such as Richterich (1977 & 1985), Johns
(1981), Makay and Palmer (1981), Geddess and Sturtridge (1982), Christison and Krahnke
(1986), Shuck (1995), Haggan (1998), and Comish (1999); and
4) provided information onArabic-speaking students and their English language
needs such as Meinhoff and Meinhoff (1976), the English Council (1986), Kharma and
Hajjaj (1989) and Mitchell and El-Hassan (1989).
Research Questions
This study addressed the following research questions:
1. What are the English language needs ofArabic-speaking students who come to U.S.
universities for undergraduate and graduate studywith respect to reading, writing, listening,
and speaking?
2. What gaps exist between what Arabic-speaking students have been exposed to and know
with regard to English language and what they need to know in order to be successful as U.S.
students?
Methods
To answer these questions, I reviewed prior research, assessed the perceptions of
Arabic-speaking students and their university instructors, and observed their classes. This
research was conducted primarily at ISU during the spring semester of2000. Specifically I
conducted a target-situation analysis in which I identified Arabic-speaking student English
language requirements through questioning both Arabic-speaking students and instructors at
ISU and through observing their classes. To a lesser extent, I conducted a deficiency
analysis to identify the gap between Arabic-speaking students' past exposure to English
language, their present English language proficiency level and the proficiency level required
to succeed in their university program again based on Arabic-student and instructor
perceptions and classroom observation.
In particular, after reviewing the research-relevant literature, I constructed a
questionnaire requesting informationpertinent to determining English languageneeds. This
questionnaire askedArabic-speaking students about their English leaming background and
their particular current academic situation. It asked them to rank by frequency and
importance particular language skills necessary for academic success.
In addition to using a questionnaire, I conducted detailed interviews of some students.
When I collected my data, there were there were at ISU approximately 70 undergraduate and
graduate Arabic-speaking students from countries in which I was interested. I sent the
questionnaire to all 70; 37 returned the questionnaire. I interviewed 20 ofthe 37 students
who were available and willing to be interviewed.
I also interviewed a sample of 15 content instructors at ISU ofthe students asking
them about particular course requirements in the language categories ofreading, writing,
listening and speaking and their assessments ofhow well they thought their Arabic-speaking
students were meeting these requirements. I also asked instructors their opinions on areas in
which Arabic-speaking students were lacking and how students might better prepare for
academic requirements. In addition, I constructed a questionnaire for these instructors similar
to that of the students. I also interviewed six ISU English instructors who had experience
teaching Arabic-speaking students to obtain their opinions regarding student needs. Finally, I
observed several classes at ISU in which Arabic-speaking students were enrolled to
determine the uses ofEnglish language they faced in class.
After obtaining the data from the questionnaires, interviews, and observations, I
analyzedmy findings from the three sources of data in order to draw conclusions regarding
studentEnglish languageneeds. Particularly, I compared and contrastedstudentperceptions
to those of instructors to determine a descriptionofthe types ofEnglish needed at ISU. I
looked at similarities and differences in student and instructor views to determine which sub-
skills are the most importantand usedmost oftenat ISU. I comparedand contrasted
graduate and undergraduate student information also to determine similarities anddifferences
as to the import and frequency levels of sub-skills. I alsoanalyzed and described types of
English students faced in their classes. Essentially, I analyzed mydata using bothdescriptive
andqualitative methods to drawconclusions through comparison of data andthrough
determining trends regarding frequency and importance.
Discussion
The study identifies particular needs with regard to sub-skills in the language
categories of reading, writing, listening, and speaking. It shows which sub-skills students
had been exposed to and which were most important and required most often in their then
current degree programs. It points out weaknesses ofArabic-speaking students in all four
language categories and in addition, identifies weaknesses related to English language. It
also identifies particular challenges teachers may face when relating to and teaching Arabic-
speaking students and how to deal with those challenges. Finally, it provides some insight
into needs Arabic-speaking students have in addition to academic ones when coming to the
U.S. to study, needs I term as life coping skills. Although initially my plan was to explore
only language-based difficulties faced by Arabic-speaking students, results of the study
suggest the importance of examining cultural differences as these are related to English
language difficulties.
The findmgs do lend themselves well to pedagogical applications including
curriculum development, (course and testmg content, material, and objectives), assessment of
Arabic-Speaking learners, and instructoreducation. In addition, the study adds to research
already conducted in this area. Like many studies, this one does have limitations concerning
objectivity, sampling, and validity. Howeverthese limitations canpartiallybe overcome by
further research in the area.
This study was valuable because it confirmed the necessity ofusing different methods
to conduct a needs analysis and ofobtaining both student and instructor perspectives when
assessing the linguistic and sociocultural needs of students who come to the U.S. to study.
Had I not taken into consideration both students and instructors, and had I not interviewed
both, I would not have gained as rich an understanding of student needs. In particular, I
would have not learned the importance ofaddressing cultural differences and life coping
skills or potential problem areas of concem based on instructor experience with Arabic-
speaking students. This richer understanding will assist me in meeting my goal of being an
effective teacher ofEnglish in a foreign environment.
CHAPTER TWO - LITERATURE REVIEW
To conducta meaningful needs analysis (NA), one should first through research gain
extensive knowledge of NA. In this chapter, I beginby lookingat the history of NA. When
did the term first appear in second language acquisition (SLA) literature? Whatwas its
meaning, and how did this meaningchangeover the years? Next, I look at someNA basics.
What are the categories ofNA? Why conduct a NA? When is the best time to conduct a
NA? Who should conduct a NA? For whom should a NA be conducted? From whom
should data be collected? After that, I discuss how one can go about conducting a NA. What
are the various methods ofNA, and what are their benefits and limitations? Which methods
are best in particular situations? Is it best to rely on just one ofthe methods, or does a
combination ofmethods yield more complete and applicable results? What are the criteria of
a good NA? Because my future plans include teaching English in an Arabic-speaking
country, in the last section, I discuss information I reviewed concerning Arabic students.
What kinds of education systems do they come from? What are some particular English
language weaknesses ofArabic-speaking students as identified by researchers in the field?
Answering these questions and others would be not only useful for my future teaching plans
but also would help me interpret the data I obtained from my NA.
A Short History ofNA
The term "needs analysis" (NA) was first mentioned in SLA literature in the 1920s
according to Richard West (1994). Michael West, who in the 1920s was teaching English in
India, used the term to refer to two concepts of leamer need, namely, what leamers are
required to do with language and what leamers can do to best master a target language.
Others have also defined NA in terms of learner need. These include Hutchinson and
Waters (1987) who say that a need is 'the ability to comprehend and/or produce the linguistic
features of the target situation (54)," Berwick (1989) who says "a measurable discrepancy
between a current state of affaires and a desired future state (52)," and Johns and Dudley-
Evans (1991) who say needs are "identifiable elements of students' target English situations"
(299). In the early 1970s, the Council ofEurope used NA to refer to analysis of situational
requirements of learners ofEngHsh. Nunan (1988) defines NA as a process of specifying the
parameters of a course of study. What these definitions all seem to have in common is
summarized by Grant and Shank (1993) who say that NA is a process, which provides an
awareness of learners' English language goals as well as an idea ofwhat skills they have
already mastered.
Many authors have made distinctions between different types ofneeds. Hutchinson
and Waters (1987) make a distinction between target needs, which are demands of the
situation in which learners will be using English, and learning needs, which are methods used
by learners to leam. Nunan (1988) and Brindley (1984) make a distinction between needs as
either being: objective, which are derived from investigation of the target language situation
or subjective, which are derived fi*om assessing learners' present competence and their
opinion regarding learning. Berwick (1989) says that needs can either be felt by the learner
or perceived by others around the leamer. All of these distinctions are listed by West (1996)
in what I think is a useful and understandableway to categorizeNA (71+). I have
sunmiarized these categories in Table 1.
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Table 1. NA Categories (adapted from West 1996)
1.Target-situationAnalysis (TSA) - identifies language requirements through observing andquestioning
those aHlliated witha particular situation. These needs have also been called necessities or objective needs
andoperate at variouslevelsof detail (i.e. skills, situations, functions, goals,aims,and/ortasks).
2. Deficiency Analysis (DA)- identifies learner lacksor the "gap"between whatthe learnerknows(present
proficiency) andwhathe needsto know. These needs have also beencalled subjective needs andcaninclude
perceptionsof both the learner and thosewho observeor evaluate the learner.
3. Strategy Analysis (SA)- identifies the learner's preferred learning styles andstrategies along withhis
preferred teaching methods.
4. Means Analysis (MA)—examines the constraints andopportunities in the teaching environment. This
can include a profileof the learners, culture, staff, statusof language in the setting, and"changeagents."
5.Language Audits (LA)- a large-scale operation thatestablishes the second language (SL) practice of a
companyor ministry. This processusually includes the previous four categories.
6. Integrated/Computer-based Analysis (ICA)-computer generated assessment of learner needs, which yields
appropriate teaching materials for learners. Assessment is basedon results of learner TSAandDA,whichare
entered into a computer program.
When conducting a NA, one can consider all the categories, a combination ofthem or just
one. I chose to do a Target-situation Analysis (TSA) and Deficiency Analysis (DA).
Why Conduct a Needs Analysis?
Why is NA important in the first place? Many feel a NA must be conducted prior to a
course of study (Ostler, 1980; Sorensen, 1986; Jacobson, 1987; Hutchinson and Waters,
1987; Nunan, 1988; Howe, 1993; Ferris, 1998; and Johns, 1999). A teacher must know the
nature of tasks students are expected to accomplish in subject matter classes in order to
prepare them for those classes (Ferris and Tagg, 1996). NA; however, is important for more
than just pedagogical purposes. Conducting a NA allows one to confirm or negate
assumptions about learners' proficiency levels and how they actually use English (Schutz and
Derwing, 1991; Blue, 1993; Jordan, 1993; and Schleppergrell, 1992). NA can allow one to
become acquainted with an institution and its requirements. Ramani et al. (1988) learned
through conducting a NA that a department's priorities had shifted, which completely
changed the types ofEnglish skills needed by employees in that department. Chia et al.
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(1999) sought to develop anEnglish program to satisfy specific needs ofmedical students.
They proved through theirconduct of aNAthata particular method (Grammar-translation)
wasnot adequately addressing medical student needs andthusdeveloped a content-based
course,whichwould. Richterich(1985) carries this a step further by saying that NA allows
one to not only leammoreaboutfactors involved in a teaching/learning system but also
allows for a "means ofchanging, transforming, and improving some or all aspects of [a]
system" (1). Conducting NA alsoallows for a learner-centered environment (Brindley, 1989;
Grant and Shank, 1993). West (1994) summarizes whenhe states that NA "encompasses the
full educational process—the determination of objectives, contents, curricula, for the
productionand testing ofnewmaterials, for the assessment of the learner, teacher education
and re-education and for 'running the entire system.'" (12). Obviously then NA lends itself
to numerous applications and has widespread implications. Thepresent studywas designed
to determine Arabic-speaking student English language requirements and to a lesser extent
their English language deficiencies.
When Should a NA be Conducted?
At what point should NA be carried out? It depends on the situation and purpose of
the NA. When it comes to conducting a NA in relationship to a course, Grant and Shank
(1993) advise that it can be done before, during or after a course or prior to each unit.
Conduct prior to the course/unit allows for determining what students already know and can
help clarify course or student goals. It can also assist the instructor in "selectmg, prioritizing,
and adapting material" (Grant and Shank, 2). Conduct during the course can insure learner
needs are being met. Finally, conduct at the completion of a coittse or unit can be used to
assess leamer accomplishments and make decisions about future educational goals.
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West (1996) also discusses when a NAshould be conducted. His choices, borrowed
from Chambers (1980), areoff-line, before the course; on-line, within the first few days of a
course; andon-going, re-analysis throughout the course. West argues the latteris the best
choice becauseit allows for changingsituations and learnerneeds. He also notes that this
choice allows those learners who might not have knownwhat their needs were initially to
have a voice.
In determining when to conduct a NA, onemust look at the purpose ofthe NA; here
are two examplesofhow such choicesmightbe determined. Savageand Storer (1992) were
asked to develop a new language program for an aquaculture outreach project in Thailand.
Theyconducted an initialNAprior to developing theprogram. On the otherhand, if the goal
is to determine the effectiveness ofan existing languageprogram, it might be best to conduct
a NA during a course. Basturkmen and Al-Huneidi (1996) conducted a NA at the University
ofKuwait while the course was ongoing to assess the relevance of the existing English
language program to the English language demands faced by students in their program. Most
of the needs analyses I studied were conducted for the purpose of improving existing courses
of study and were conducted during the course of study. Sorensen (1996) conducted a NA in
order to modify the syllabus of an existing university-level English for specific purposes
(ESP) course, which was aimed at preparing students for academic work in the field of
agriculture. According to the content professors, the existing course did not adequately
address student needs in the area ofwriting, so the course needed to be changed. Chia et ai.
(1999) conducted their NA because the current English program was based only on student
and faculty perception ofneeds rather than actual needs dictated by the medical profession in
which the students were expected to enter after then-program ofstudy.
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Who Should Conduct a NA and for Whom?
In addition to addressing when to conduct a NA, one must determine who should
conduct the NA and for whose benefit the NA is to be carried out. Again, this depends on
the situation, but in most cases I studied, those conducting NA were English instructors (or
had been) and were either conducting the NA for courses or programs in which they were
involved or programs they had been hired to develop. Most agree that the teacher, the
student, and/or others involved in the education of the learner should decide what the needs
are. However, this has not always been the case.
Up until the early 1980s, with the exceptionofOstler (1980), most needs analyses
were conducted by outside observers and/or by asking English instructors who were involved
in or aware of the learner situation. In addition to observation or instructor inquiry,
assessments were typically collected of leamers' language ability either through evaluation
instruments or observation. In 1980, Holec virote an article entitled, "Leamer-Centered
Communicative Language Teaching: Needs Analysis Revisited" in which he criticized the
then current process ofNA. He stated that outside observation of learners' external
requirements (based on a TSA) and their abilities (based on a DA) resulted in "needs" being
too narrowly defined. He insisted that in order to truly determine learners' needs, the
learners themselves must be consulted. Since then, many have agreed with Holec and have
employed methods that include learner perceptions about their needs. For example, Savage
and Storer (1992) criticize Hutchinson and Waters (1987) by accusing them ofconsidering
leamers as being "short of the mark or lacking rather than as people who bring their own
experience and expectations to a language program" (194). Theygo on to conduct whatthey
calla "participatory NA" inwhich theyactively involve the leamers in aNAdesigned to
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help themand their learners develop a language program. Richterich (1985) states that
though some feel a learner is "... little awareof his needs... [and] that he is unableto express
them except in very vague terms... (3) a need does not exist independent of a person. It is
people who buildtheir images of theirneeds on the basisof data relating to themselves and
their environment" (29).
On the other hand, some disagreewith Holec and feel that students may overestimate
their abilities and that faculty may provide a more realistic estimate of learner ability.
Zughoul and Hussein (1986) leamed in their NA that students exaggerated their abilities
especially in the areas of reading andwriting. Still others feel that consulting both learner
and observers (faculty, interested third parties) yields the best results (Brindley, 1987; Ferris,
1998). Schutz and Derwing (1991) state that though attitudes of students are uiteresting, they
must be evaluated with care "...realizing that the students' understanding of language... is
limited.. .Thus a study should be balanced by other survey methods.. .such as obtaining the
attitudes ofprofessional educators" (43).
Most of needs analyses I studied included an insider and outsider perspective.
According to Dudley-Evans and St John (1998), both are important Outsiders may be more
objective and provide a "fresh or altemate viewpoint" because they are not necessarily
stakeholders. However, they may misinterpret data since they are not intimately familiar
with the setting. Insiders of course are familiar with the setting, which may cause them to be
biased. Also, most insiders, that is to say students, are not trained in NA methodology. The
best perspective, therefore, seems to be a combinationof the two perspectives. Al-Hakim
(1984), an English teacher tasked with developing a course for dental students at Damascus
University leamed that he and his learners had vastly differing ideaswhen it came to student
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needs. Before the course began, he concluded therewere two immediate needs: 1)beingable
to read articles and references in their discipline and 2) being able to speakwith specialists.
All other needs to him were distant and therefore did not need course emphasis. During
implementation of the course; however, it became clear that the students were concerned
about their end-of-yearexam, and as it was written, their perceivedmain need was to develop
writing skill. This difference in perceived needs causedAl-Hakim to change his course
curriculum to meet student perceived needs as well.
Ramani et al. (1998) too give several examplesofhow outsider and insider
perceptions are different and therefore needto be considered. In their studythe outsiders (the
researcher/instructors) thought the priority of a particular department was business
management when in actuality, accordingto the insider subjectspecialists, a shift had
occurred and the prioritywas insteadresourcemanagement. Holliday (1995) too lauds the
use of insiders though he calls them key informants. In fact, most of the needs analyses I
studied employed methods in which learner and faculty (or "insider" in the case ofwork
settings) perceptions were not only obtained but also compared. I will expound on the
importance of comparing NA perceptions in the next section.
Regarding the question for whose benefit is the NA to be carried out for can most
readily be answered as the learners, the instructors and the institution.
How Should a NA be Conducted?
There are number ofmethods ofNA. West provides a list in both of his articles
(1994:73, 1997:7-8), and I have provided a consolidated list ofhis methods along with
additional methods listed by Dudley-Evans and St John (1998:132) in Table 2.
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Table 2. Methods of NA (adapted from West, 1994/97 and Dudley-Evans and St John. 1998)
1.Assessments- pre-courseplacementtests, diagnostic tests, entrytests upon arrival, self-placement tests,
exit tests.
2. Observation - of classes or situations including analysis ofauthentic texts spoken and written by the
learners and/or instructor, error analysis of student work, and analysis of spoken, written, and aural
assignments used within classes.
3. Questionnaires - given to students, faculty, key informants, and others interested in the learning situation.
4. Interviews - formal and informal of students, faculty, key informants and others.
5. Diaries - review of those written by both learner and teacher.
6. Case studies - of individual students, groups of learners and others interested in the learning situation or
particular language programs.
7. Final evaluations/feedback.
8. Previous research.
Which is the best method to use? It depends on the purpose of the NA, the learners
and instructors, the language program, the time and resources available, and the micropolitics
of the situation, an area often overlooked, according to Holliday (1987). He says, "...[had I]
not taken these factors [micropolitics] into consideration, my recommendations would not
have been in any way realistic. Language needs cannot be separated from the social context
in which they play a role" (127). So the reality of the situation should generate the precise
research procedures. Some examples ofmethods include the following.
If the purpose is to modify an existing course, one might conduct an analysis of
assignments and interviews ofthose involved in the course. Sorensen (1986) conducted a
NA through an error analysis of student papers written for agriculture courses then followed
up with interviews content faculty. Her NA enabled her to determine the assignments
required ofstudents in these courses, the particular assignments that give students the most
difficulty, andwhat those difficulties were as perceived by specialists (content faculty) in the
field.
If the purpose is to determine the English language requirements of studentsin a
particular degree program, onemight askboth students and faculty within theprogram.
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Ferris (1998) did this through a questionnaire. Shewas interested in determining the
similarities anddifferences in the perceptions of subject-matter instructors andESLstudents
concerning oral/aural skills requiredof students in their subject-matter courses, student
difficulties inmeeting theseexpectations, and the importance of specific aural/oral tasks in
theiracademic settings. She compared the responses of students and faculty members and
essentially learned that coursedesigners should consider both students'perceived needs as
well as instructorexpectationswhen selectingtasks and skills on which to focus.
If previous methods regarding a particular aspect ofEnglish language requirements
seem inadequate, onemight use an alternate method. Horowitz (1986) suggested that
previous surveys requesting information on required academic writing had not adequately
determined the writing tasks required in an academic setting. HisNA consistedof collecting
actualhandouts (assignments) given to students in various fields. He then analyzed these
tasks, categorized them, and suggested methods of teachingaddressing these categories.
Conducting a NA through extensive literature review ofan area of interest is also a
beneficial method especially in the area ofEnglish for Specific Purposes. Howe (1993)
learned that the exercises he developed for his reading class to help students in their law
courses were, in fact, confusing students because he (Howe) did not adequately understand
the language of law. His NA consisted ofreviewing all available literature on teaching
English to students going into the law field and observing actual law courses.
Sometimes there are time constraints in conducting a NA, so one must chose a
method that can be accomplished in a short period. Holliday (1995) was asked to assess the
English language needs in an oil company in the Middle East and was given only two weeks
to accomplish this. His goals were to: 1) analyze/make recommendations regarding language
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needs ofthe national staff, 2) recommend a broad curriculum fi-amework for language
training, and 3) recommendphases for coursedevelopment and training of instructors. He
chose a holistic approach by interviewing potential leamers and sponsors (supervisors and
management in andoutsideof the company), observing the target situation, and reviewing
examples ofwriting needed in the company requiringEnglish. He contends that onemust
look at the entire culture, which he did through his methods, to make realistic
recommendations regarding English needs.
The examples discussedindicatethat different situations lend themselvesto use of
different methods but do not necessarily dictate use ofparticular methods. The situations
benefited from use ofthose NA methods chosen by the researcher in that the NA fulfilled the
researcher's purpose. The key is to take into consideration the learner and their goals, the
environment and its demands, the instructors, the time and resources available, and the social
context.
The Basic Requirements ofNeeds Analysis
What are the requirements of a good NA? West provides a list of them in his 1997
article. These, along with ones listed in Waters' (1996) publication gave me tools with
which to judge the effectiveness of the methods used in the needs analyses I selected.
Whereas West's survey is more informative in nature, Waters' is more evaluative. He
actually discusses in depth various needs analyses conducted in English for academic
purposes (EAP) situations, and he draws conclusions as to their effectiveness in terms of
usefulness to the field. I have summarizedWaters and West's requirements along with
additional ones from Schutz and Derwing (1991), Grant and Shank (1993) and Jasso-Aguilar
(1999) in Table 3.
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Table 3. Requirements of a good NA (adapted from West* 1997; Waters* 1996; Shutz and Perwig,
1991: Grant and Shank. 1993; and Jasso-Aguilar. 1999>
1. Is geared toward overall purpose of thestudy- must give an indication of learning/teaching priorities.
2. Is delimitingof both the target populationand parameters of the investigation.
3. Ensures that data collected is comprehensive and representative.
4. Is based both on perception and documentary evidence.
5. Is transparent - must contain common language with which participants (course designers, learners and
sponsors) can communicate and terms used must not be ambiguous
6. Has a starting point (learners' presentproficiency) andtermination point (targetneedsand/orobjectives).
7. Is learner-centered - must include learners' perceptionsregardingtheir proficiency level and needs and
should take into account their preferred learning style and strategy.
8. Is related to thereal world- categories of needsmustbe contextual i.e. relatedto the targetsituation rather
than linguistic categories.
9. Is credible - informationgatheredmust be applicableto learning situation and usefiil to both learnersand
sponsors.
10. Is flexible - methodsmust be appropriateand practical and allowfor workwithin the constraintsand
limitations (such as time and resources) ofthe situation.
11. Is repeatable - mustbe revisable in orderto account for evolving needsandmustbe replicable for the
purposes of testing results.
12. Is thorough and accurate.
13. Includes several methods the results ofwhich are compared to validate the researcher's findings.
Many ofthe researchers whose needs analyses I studied stress the importance of
implementing the last requirement listed in Table 3, and some refer to it "triangulation."
Triangulation can be defined as a "systematic comparison of findings fi-om two or more
sources...and an attempt to validate theses finding by presenting them to informants or
through comparing them to existing data" (Jasso-Aguilar 28). Leki (1995) states that
triangulation allows for a more complex, richer, and thicker description ofneeds than might
be possible through use ofjust one method. Three needs analyses, which employ
triangulation very well, are those conducted by Ferris (1998), Barkhuizen (1998), and Jasso-
Aguilar (1999). I mention these to emphasize the importance of this requirement and
because I employ triangulation in my needs analysis. Ferris' study involved administering a
questionnaire to 476 students to challenge the validity ofher first study, which involved 206
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faculty questionnaires. By comparing her first study to her second, she was able to
triangulate her results.
Another study, which does an excellent job of triangulation because it employs so
many methods both quantitative and qualitative, was conducted by Barkhuizen in 1998. He
investigatedhigh school ESL learners' perceptions of language teaching/learning activities
they encountered in their classes in South Africa. In his survey of200 students (grades 8-
11), he asked students to express feelings, make judgements, and make predictions about
classroom activities. In addition to this quantitative study, Barkhuizen also reviewed student
compositions regarding classroom activities, observed classes, and interviewed (and audio
taped) teachers and students from all classes.
A study, which I think does the best job of triangulation and is a good example ofan
ethnographic method applied to NA was conducted by Jasso-Aguilar 1999. She actually
"became" a hotel maid in Hawaii in order to assess their English language needs. In addition
to experiencing the needs first hand through participation and observation, she discussed
needs with other international maids and hotel staffmembers. She also gathered data
through a questionnaire given to maids and staffmembers. Her goal was to "allow for a
wider range people's voices" in the process of assessing needs. She used many methods of
NA and compared their results. Participant observation proved to be the most useful method
because according to her it allowed her to experience first-hand the tasks required ofhotel
maids as well as the language and situations in which maids were involved. The unstructured
interviews gave her quality information becausethey allowed her to build rapportwith the
othermaidsand staff members. The questionnaires; however, provided little useful
information probably because theywere in English, andmanyof the respondents couldnot
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expressthemselveswell mEnglish. In her words, ".. .triangulation allowedfor the
identification of the most reliable ones [NA methods]" (44).
Essentially, my review of research regardingNA seems to point to the necessity of
picking methods basedon particular situations. Onemustthoroughly research the situation
prior to beginninga NA and then choosethe methodbest suited to the situation. All
participants (including insiders and outsiders) must be consideredwhen conducting a NA as
well as the sociopolitical situation and its constraints. Finally, several ofthe methods should
be employed and triangulated to obtain a complete and accurate picture of the needs. I
considered all of these criteria when deciding what methods to employ for my NA. I will
describe those methods in the next chapter.
Prior Research on Arabic-speaking Students
In addition to researching NA, I also reviewed literature concerning Arabic-speaking
students as my plan is to teach in an Arabic-speaking country. I also felt that the information
could help me better interpret the results ofmy NA by gaining a better understanding of
Arabic-speakers. My search yielded little information, and much was dated relating to only a
few Arabian Gulf countries; however, some was extremely useful to my interests. The
British Council conducted a study in 1986 regarding the role ofEnglish in the Arabic-
speaking country ofKuwait. Essentially, according to their study, English is the main second
language in Kuwait and is important in education, commerce, science and technology. It is a
compulsory subject in intermediate and secondary schools, and in Kuwait University,
English is the medium of instruction in the science, engineering, and medical faculties.
English is prevalent in the media (newspapers and TV) and serves as the "lingua franca" for
non-Arab expatriates in Kuwait (which in 1986composed about 6% of the population; it now
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consists ofapproximately 50% according to the U.S. StateDepartment; most are third
country nationals who accomplish the bulk of labor in the country). Finally, English is used
in business and finance between Kuwaitis and non-Arabic speakers both inside and outside
Kuwait. Having lived in Kuwait for a majority of the last year, I find the above observations
regarding the role ofEnglish still to be accurate. I would add that English is extremely
prevalent in the consumer world ofproducts and services (i.e. many product labels, restaurant
menus, and movies are all in English).
Michael and Joan Meinhoffs (1976) work on their teaching experiences at Kuwait
University fi"om 1974-76 provides interesting and still useful insights when compared to the
more recent literature and my own experiences in dealing with Arabic speakers; I will briefly
outline the high points of their book here. Regarding oral communication, though GulfArab
students often speak ungrammatically in English, they converse openly, fi"eely, and without
fear. The Meinhoffs attribute this lack of inhibition in speaking to their gregariousness, self-
assuredness, unrestricted behavioral freedom, segregation of the sexes, and dialectal Arabic's
lack of a hard and fast grammar structure. To expound on this last factor, according to the
Meinhoffs, since dialectal Arabic (particularly Kuwaiti dialectal Arabic) has no firm
grammar structure, students transfer this idea to English (i.e. assume that spoken English has
no firm grammar structure or do not care that it does.). In the Meinhoffs' words, "because
Gulf Arab students speak a language variation which they consider not to have a grammar,
they may also think that grammatical distinctions in spokenEnglish are unimportant"(6).
TheMeinhoffsalso discuss their perceptions as to whyGulfArab students tend to do
poorlyin courses that require themto reason out or analyze problems on their own. They
opinethe primarycauseof this weakness is that in theirprevious schooling (before entering
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university), emphasis was on retaining facts and memorizing answers rather than solving
problems. According to theMeinhoffs, even attheuniversity level many students do not
actuallyread assigned material but insteadexpectthe professor to dictate the important
material, which they memorize prior to exams.
Another interesting observation by theMeinhoffs is GulfArabs' perception of
socializing as equally important at work as it is at play. In general, inwork situations, most
Americans keep social exchanges onthejob to a minimum. ButinArab society, socializing
is a vital part of almost everyencounter. This affects their learning style in the classroom
and emphasizes howsignificant social considerations canbe inproviding explanations for
certain language behavior.
Language teaching and its relationship to culture arealso discussed byMcKay inher
book. Teaching English Overseas: An Introduction (1992). McKay discusses howculture
effects social patterns regarding behavior andvalues andhow students sometimes experience
a dissonance betweenwhat they learn in the classroom and out of it. She gives examplesof
this and stressesthat it is important for an overseas Englishteacher to conduct a "pragmatic
ethnography" oftheir teaching situationto gain an understanding ofthe culture (and its
language) in which they will be teaching. Her descriptionofAmerican teacher Joy
Constance's experiences teaching in Saudi Arabia from 1980-85exemplifies the importance
of cultural awareness and its relationship to successful language teaching. Constance leamed
she had to let go ofher American value that education and religion should be separated and
that school commitments should take priority over personal commitments. She also leamed
that reading tasks, which asked Saudi students to criticize or prioritize parts of a text were
difficult due students' idea that '^ext is a fixed unit in which everything is of equal
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importance" (Osterloh 1986:78 inMcKay 92). This view of text from Saudis inparticular
andpredominately Islamic countries in general comes from the beliefthat theKoran (Islam's
most studied written text and which to Muslims is associated with absolute truth) is in the
back ofMuslim students' minds when dealing with any text (again according to Osterloh but
emphasized by Constance), This beliefparticularly on the part of ArabMuslimstudents
makes it difficult for them to distinguish betweenwhat is important and what is not in written
text.
This idea is also discussed by Haggan (1998) in her article, "Islam and Learning
English: The Approach-Avoidance Dimension." Haggan, a teacher at Kuwait University,
gave a questionnaire to students to determine ifmaterial contrary to Muslim religion and
culture,which was presented to them in their English major program, inhibited students from
doing well in their major. Essentially she learned that when students faced something
contrary to their beliefs, conflict did arise, which could be detrimental to the learning
process. Haggan goes on to suggest how teachers can pick non-cultural materials to teach
English in a foreign culture setting. She also discusses briefly how most ofher students'
motivation to leam English is instrumental rather than integrative.
Abu-Rabia (1995) approaches the idea of culture and its relationship to language
teaching from a similar point ofview by fiirther discussing in detail the distinction between
integrative and instrumental motivation when learning a language. Essentially, the learner
who identifies fully with the target language (TL) is more likely to acquire that language
(integrative motivation). With these types of learners, use ofTL cultural materials augments
learning. Those who do not identify with the TL culture and have no affiliation with it
outside the classroom do not benefit from use of TL cultural material in learning the TL.
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However, Abu-Rabia's study did determine that eventhose learnerswhose interest in
learning a language was purely for instrumental purposes (i.e. for a betterfuture, social
mobility, etc.) couldbenefitfrom useofTL cultural material if the learners planned to live in
a TL country or associate regularly with TL speakers.
The importanceof teaching aspectsof TL culturewhen teaching a language to
international studentswho go to that countrywhere the TL is spoken, is also emphasized by
Brumfit (1993). He feels that culture is inextricably tied to language; therefore, leaming
someaspectsof American culturewouldbe helpful to English languagelearnerswho study
inAmerica. Alharbi (1998) agrees and stressesthat thougha high level of culturalawareness
on the part of a learner does not necessarily correspond to a learner's linguistic proficiency, it
does contribute to his rhetorical performance. Straub (1999), a teacher in Saudi Arabia,
outlines an entire course on intercultural communication he developed for students planning
to continue education in America. He too feels strongly that it is beneficial for students to
understand foreign culture ifthey are to get the most out oftheir foreign education. Blue
(1993) echoes this sentiment when he says, "ifthey [students] are to succeed in an academic
culture, they will have to assimilate to some degree the norms ofthat culture" even if they do
not accept all the values ofthe host society (8).
Particularly helpful in addressing the challenges faced by Arabic-speaking students
leaming English are the books Methods ofTeaching English to Arab Students by Al-Mutawa
and Kailani (1989) and Errors in English AmongArabic Speakers: Analysis and Remedy by
Kharma and Hajjaj (1989). Following are insights from both books, which pertain to my
NA.
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Both books cover in length the Arab learner ofEnglish as a foreign language and why
after some 500+ hours ofEnglish (on average) most students are not fluent. Kharma and
Hajjaj (1989) give four general reasons for this, some ofwhich are discussed by Al-Mutawa
and Kailani (1989). They are: 1) A majority ofEnglish teachers are Arabic speakers with no
experience using English outside the classroom, 2) Students have little or no exposure to
natural language, 3) English is taught simply as another subject instead as a means of
corrmiunication, and 4) Study ofEnglish begins years after an Arab learner has started
learning formally and acquiring informally his mother tongue. Al-Mutawa and Kailani
(1989) echo this in part when they say that despite the importance of listening as an essential
language skill, it is probably the least stressed skill in the traditional non-private school
language classroom. In Arab schools this is attributed to the lack of listening materials,
limited exposure to conversational English, and lack ofwell-trained (and native) teachers of
English. They go on to say that developing speaking skill too is often neglected. In the
English classroom, for speaking emphasis is usually placed on drilling patterns, reading
passages out loud, and answering comprehension questions posed by the teacher. Students
speak very little English, and what they do say is usually limited responses to teacher
questions (104).
Like Brumfit, Al-Mutawa and Kailani also believe that learning about culture is
imperative to learning a language. They say, ..gaining cultural knowledge of the target
language [ways ofthinking, customs, mores, art forms, idioms, tone ofvoice, gestures, facial
expressions, etc] is an integral part of the learning process" (87).
Both books cover in length the fact that Arabic students' mother tongue can influence
the learningprocess adverselysinceArabic andEnglishare not cognates. They differ in
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sound, structure, vocabulary, andwriting system. Kharma and Hajjaj (1989) discuss in
length the differences between English and Arabic rhetoric and its effect onArab students'
writing ofEnglish discourse. Also related to thedifferences between English andArabic
and the trouble this causesArabic learners of English are articlesby Al-Jubouri (1984),who
discusses the differences betweenArabic andEnglish argumentative discourse, andWilliams
(1984), who discusses differences in cohesion and textual development between the two
languages.
Though the above information concerning Arabic-speaking students was useful to my
NA, I located onlyonearticle that described aNA inwhich anArab student was the sole
focus. Benson (1989) conducted a case study of a graduate student fromSaudi Arabia who
was in a public administration masters degree program. Benson examined this student's
notebooks, recorded lectures in one of the student's classesand interviewedthe student, his
classmates and his instructor. He chose this student because he had been his teacher in an
intensive English course and because he (Benson) hadteaching experience in Saudi Arabia.
Also, he had become friends with the student, and the student did not mind having Benson
"tag along" in his class. Though this was an extremely interestingNA with some very
helpfiil implications for teaching, it was fairly limited in scopebecause it only assessedthe
student's listening comprehension and determined the types of listening the student was
exposed to in one university course. That the student was Arab was not the focus of
Benson's study. In fact, he extrapolated his findings regarding this student to other ESL
students. He states that "many overseas students...come from educational backgrounds in
which student involvement is non-existent..." (442), and when he summarizes the results of
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his research, he does so in terms ofESL students in general, not this Arab student in
particular.
Theproceeding reviewof literature specifically havingto dowithArabic-speaking
students provided insight into three important areas all ofwhich should help in interpreting
data I obtained frommyNA. First I learnedof social and personalconstraints to learning
Englishnamely religion and culture. I learnedof educational constraints as well those being
use of outdatedteachingmethods and lackof nativeEnglish-speaking teachers,which
particularly leads to problems in speakingand listening and lack of exposure to natural
language. Finally I learned ofparticular languageproblems faced by Arabic students due to
differences between English and Arabic.
That there is little existing data (that I located, at least) particularly pertaining to Arab
students' English language needs when studying at a U.S. university is the main impetus for
myNA. The way in which I went about determining this is described in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE - MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this chapter, I explain in detail the methods I used to conduct my NA. I begin by
giving a general rationale for the methods I chose. In the following sections, I describe each
method and the method of implementation. I end the chapter with a short discussion of the
procedure I used to analyze the data I obtained.
As stated previously, the purpose ofmy NA was to determine the English language
needs ofArabic-speaking students who come to the US to study and the gap existing between
their previous experience and current requirement ofEnglish. Based on review of literature
concemmg NA, I decided that obtaining the point ofview of both students and faculty would
be beneficial. Several methods could be used to do this, but for my purposes I chose three,
and all were conducted during spring semester in 2000.. First I distributed a questionnaire to
all of the Arabic-speaking students at ISU and then followed up some ofthe questionnaires
with interviews of the students. My hope was to interview students in different disciplines
and from different countries so my information would be somewhat representative of the
Arabic-speaking population at ISU. Next I interviewed professors of the students and
obtained questionnaires from them. Finally, I observed some of the classes that the students
had attended or were attending. One ofthe key evaluative criteria for NA according to many
ofthe researchers (referenced in the last chapter) is the ability to triangulate data. This can
only be done ifdata is collected using a number ofdifferent methods. My choice ofusing
threemethods to gather data (questionnaires, interviews of students and professors, and
personal observation) allowed me to triangulate the data I obtained.
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The Student Questionnaire
After reviewing all the information I could find regarding useof questionnaires for
NA and studyingexamples of questionnaires (seeJohns, 1981; Kayfetz, 1988;Savageand
Storer, 1992; Grantand Shank, 1993; Ferris andTagg, 1996; Basturkmen, 1996; Ferris,
1998; Comish, 1999; andChiaet al., 1999), I decided to develop a questionnaire with four
distinct sections. Theywere as follows: 1)Demographic Questions, 2) English Background
Questions (EBQ), 3) Current Situation Questions (CSQ), and4) Comment Questions.
Within sections 2 and 3,1 decided to ask questions about the four traditional language
categories (reading, writing, listening and speaking) aswell as sub-skills or functional tasks
in these categories. Sinceprevious literature has emphasized the necessity of determining the
frequency skillsare used aswell as their level of importance (seeBerwick, 1989:60), I
worded severalofmy questions in terms of these two criteria. For questions involving
importance, I asked students to rank level of importance using4 for absolutelynecessary, 3
for necessary,2 for somewhatnecessary and 1 for unnecessary. Similarly, for the questions
involvingfrequency, I asked student to rank level of frequency using4 for very often, 3 for
often, 2 for sometimes, andl for seldom. Ferris (1998) and Chia et al. (1999) use a similar
ranking system for their questionnaires. Essentially, the focus of the questions was to
determine what types ofEnglish the students had been exposed to prior to and after
beginning study at ISU, the frequency to which they had been exposed to these types, and the
importance assessed to the types based on student perception. Though the resulting
questionnaire was longer than I had initially planned (7 pages with 12 demographic
questions, 6 EBQs, 5 CSQs and 4 comment questions), I decided that having too much data
was better than not having enough. I also piloted the questionnaire with several international
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students (two ofthem Arabic) to ensure its understandability. Piloting is a good idea when
possible because it aids in improving methods. I made necessary changes to the
questionnaire based on their suggestions as well. A copy ofthe final questionnaire is
attached as Appendix A.
Student Subjects
I wanted to distribute the questionnaire to all of the Arabic-speaking students at ISU.
I went through the necessary procedures regarding use ofhuman subjects and obtained from
the university permission to distribute the questionnaires and interview both students and
faculty. With this permission, I approached the Office of Intemational Student Services
(OISS) and requested the names, addresses, phone numbers, and majors of the Arabic
students at ISU. According to OISS records, there were 68 students (21 undergraduate and
49 graduate) from Arabic-speaking countries. The countries represented were Egypt,
Morocco, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Oman, Saudi Arabia, Syria, UAE, Yemen,
and Sudan with the most students coming from Egypt and Jordan. There was a wide range of
disciplines represented including engineering, agriculture, the physical sciences, the
humanities, and computer related fields.
I choose instructors to interview based on the questionnaires that were returned. One
ofthe demographic questions asked students to list their professors. My plan was to choose
several professors listed by students from different disciplines and levels for variety.
Questionnaire Distribution
Ofthe 68 students in the OISS database, I learned that three were no longer at ISU. I
also leamed that there were seven Arab students who were not in the OISS database, and I
obtained information on them from theMuslim Student Association (MSA). I sentout a total
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of 72 questionnaires and immediately followed them up with an email note to each student
letting them know theywould be receiving thequestionnaire, requesting that theyplease
complete it, and asking them to contact me if theyhadanyquestions. I sentout a second
email reminder a week later. Of the 72 I sent out, a total of37 questionnaires were returned
(12undergraduate ofwhich 5werefemale and 25 graduate ofwhich 2were female). The
breakdown by country of thoseretumed is listed inTable 4. Thebreakdown bydiscipline is
listed in Table 5.
Table 4. Resoondents bv Countrv
Country Number Countrv Number
Egypt 7 Morocco 1
Iraq 2 Palestine 2
Jordan 10 Lebanon 3
Oman 1 Saudi Arabia 5
Syria 2 UAE 1
Yemen 1 Sudan 2
Table 5. Resoondents bv Discioline
DisciDtine Number
Engineering 7
Agriculture 4
Physical Sciences 6
Humanities 7
Computer Related 13
Interview ofStudents
Initially, I wanted to interview a wide range of students both undergraduate and
graduate fiom several difference disciplines and countries. I began by selecting students for
interviews based on their discipline and country trying to obtain representative samples from
each. However, after telephoning a few and finding out many were too busy to talk (it was
the end of the semester; final projects were due, and final exams were looming), I decided to
call all ofthe students and see which ones were available for interview. I was able interview
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a total of 20 students (sevenundergraduate ofwhich onewas female and 13graduate of
which two were female). The interviewees are brokenout by country in which they studied
in Table 6. Interestingto note that of the fourwho studied in Kuwait, two were fromJordan
andone from Egypt and the student who studied in fraq wasKuwaiti. Youcan see by the
countries ,that one Israeli and oneKuwaiti agreedto be interviewed but did not completetheir
questionnaire (though theyhadpromised after their interview theywould). The interviewees
are broken out by discipline in Table 7.
Table 6. Interviewees bv Countrv of Studv
Countrv Number Countrv Number
Egypt 5 Morocco 1
Sudan 1 Kuwait 4
Jordan 1 Lebanon 2
Israel 1 Saudi Arabia 4
Iraq 1 UAE 1
Table 7. Interviewees bv Discipline
Discipline
Engineering
Agriculture
Physical Sciences
Humanities
Computer Related
Number
4
3
4
4
5
Interview of Instructors
Based on the returned questionnaires, I chose 15 content professors who taught the
following subjects: mechanical engineering (2), management, accounting (2), computer
engmeering, journalism and mass communication, mathematics, civil engineering, statistics
and sociology, computer science, agriculture, business, economics, and technical English. I
chose these professors because they were listed on the questionnaires and to obtain a variety
of subject area specialists. Initially, I decided to simply interview the content professors
essentially asking them what they thought the English needs and weaknesses of their Arabic-
speaking students were. Later I decided it might be preferable to give instructors a
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questionnaire similar to the one I gave the students particularly asking questions regarding
sub-skills within the four language categories ofEnglish (reading, writing, listening and
speaking) most frequently faced by students in their (the professors') classes and the level of
importance of these sub-skills. I thought it might be beneficial to compare results of this
questionnaire to results of the one given to the students. I obtained 15 questionnaires back
from content professors. I have attached a copy ofthis questionnaire as Appendix B.
In addition to content professors, I decided to interview English professors/instructors
because it is my opinion that they probably have the most frequent contact with Arabic-
speaking students and therefore might have usefiil insights regarding student needs. I
interviewed four intensive English orientation program (lEOP) instructors, one English
Composition 101 instructor (course taken by international students to prepare them for more
advanced composition courses), and one English instructor who previously taught in Saudi
Arabia and who was currently teaching Technical English 312 at ISU.
Observation
During the interview ofthe content professors, I asked several if they would allow me
to observe their classes to which most agreed. I decided to observe at least one class from
the five represented area disciplines (engineering, agriculture, physical science, humanities,
and computer related). I observed the following classes: Computer Engineering 577, Modem
Control Systems I; Mechanical Engineering 370, Engineering Measurements and
Instrumentation; Physics 120, The Sky and Solar System, Agriculture Education 604,
Evaluation in Agriculture and Extension Education; and Journalism and Mass
Communication 460, Law ofMass Communication. I did not use anyparticular instrument
for this observation; I simply tooknotesas to the types ofEnglish faced by classattendees.
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Analysis Procedure
From the mass ofdata I had collected, my first task was to enter the data from the
studentquestiormaires into Excel spreadsheets and then haveExcel count occurrences and
determine the mean and standard deviation ofoccurrences. This enabled me to determine the
most prevalent answers to the questions about level of importance and frequency ofuse
regarding the English categories and their sub-skills. For example, forEnglishBackground
Question 4 (EBQ 4, seeAppendix 1pg. 118), Excel could counthowmanystudents checked
'textbooks" under the English category"Reading" or howmany students checked "asking
questions in class" under the English category"Speaking." For another example,on Current
Situation Question 1 (CSQ 1, see Appendix 1pg. 119) Excel could determinethe standard
deviation to student responses for "Academic Journals" under the English category
"Writing." This could show me the degree to which variation occurred in responses.
Thoughenteringthe data was tedious and time consuming, in the long run it provedto be
invaluablewhen it came to analyzing the data. I analyzed and compared undergraduate and
undergraduateanswers to determine similarities and differences. Initially I thought I might
compare answers among disciplines then decided the number of students in each discipline
might not be enough ofa representation of that discipline to make meaningful observations.
I also entered the instructor questionnaire data in order to compare the results ofthe two sets
of questionnaires.
In addition to analyzing and comparing answers from the questionnaires, I also
analyzed and compared answers obtained from the interviews of students and instructors to
determine the similarities and differences in student and instructor perception regarding the
English language needs ofArabic-speaking students with regard to the categories of reading,
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writing, listeningand speaking. Finally,I described and then comparedmy class
observations to the answers from the questionnaires and interviews. Ofcourse all of this
analysis and comparisonentailedhours of pouringover computer printouts and handwritten
notes to try and figure outjust what it was that I had learned, a necessary step in orderto
write the next chapter.
In summary, I chose three methods to gather my data for my NA. Those were
distribution ofa questionnaire to students with a followup interviews of studentswhose
schedulewould allow; distribution ofa questionnaireto instructorswith follow up interviews
of instructors in different specialties; and observation ofclasses in which selected students
from the study were enrolled. Table 8 shows numbers of questionnaires collected, students
and instructors interviewed and classes observed. I entered data from the student and
instructor questionnaires into Excel spreadsheetsand analyzed the data. I augmented
questionnaire data with that from interviews and observations. Analysis yielded some
interesting findings, which I discuss in the next chapter.
Tables. Methods ofData Collection
Methods # Collected
Student Questionnaires 37
Instructor Questionnaires 15
Student Interviews 20
Instructor Interviews 21
Observations 5
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CHAPTER FOUR - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter I will give a description and analysis ofresults obtained fiom student
and instructor questionnaires, student and instructor interviews, and class observations. A
copy ofthe student and instructor questionnaires can be found at Appendix A and B
respectively.
Questionnaire Results and Discussion
The student questionnaire consists of three parts: 1)English Background Questions
(EBQ), 2) Current Situation Questions (CSQ), and 3) Comment Questions. The instructor
questionnaire consists of two CSQs similar to those found on the student questionnaire and
Comment Questions. I will discuss those questions of import in turn. I will begin discussion
of each question by describing student response over all and then will discuss a comparison
of undergraduate and graduate responses. For the two CSQs that have both student and
instructor responses, I will also describe instructor response and then will discuss a
comparison of student and instructor responses. Finally, I will discuss responses to the
comment questions of import on both the student and instructor questionnaires.
EBQ 1 - Number ofYears Students Studied English Prior to US University
There were no major differences in graduate and undergraduate responses. On
average, students had studied English in elementary school (first six years of school) 4.3
years and in high school (last six years of school) the same numbers ofyears. As for college,
they had studiedan averageof 1.8 years. So on averagestudents had studiedEnglish
approximately nine to ten years prior to beginning university in the U.S. These findings
confirm those in the literature review, which indicated Arabic-speaking students study
English approximately nine years prior to secondary education.
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EBQ 2 - Extent to which English Skillswere Emphasized in Elementary School,High
School and College
Studentswere asked to rank the frequencyEnglish skills (Reading, Writing,
Listening, Speaking, Vocabulary, Grammar and Social/Cultural Study) were emphasized by
using four levels of frequency: often, sometimes, seldom, and never. In general, grammar,
vocabulary, reading, andwriting were themost emphasized areas in bothelementary and
high school. However, where as listening and speaking were emphasized only seldom or
sometimes according to graduate students, halfoftheundergraduate students indicated
listening was emphasized often and speaking was emphasized more often than indicated by
graduate students. This lackof emphasis on listening (at leastin the case of graduate
students) is discussed byAl-Mutawa andKailani (1989, seeChapter Two,pg. 26)whosay
this is due to lack of listeningmaterials, limitedexposure to conversational English, and lack
of well-trained (and native) teachers of English. Social and cultural studywas emphasized
seldom or never in elementary or high school according to both undergraduate and graduate
students. Listening, speaking, social and cultural studywas emphasizedmore upon entering
college according to graduate and undergraduate students where as vocabulary and grammar
was emphasized less than in elementary or high school. The differences between graduate
and undergraduate responses may be indicative of undergraduates participating in more
modem English language programs in which listening and speaking were emphasized more.
EBQ 6 - Student Opinion ofProficiency Level in English Skills Prior to Coming to U.S.
Students were asked to rank their proficiency level in English skills as beginning,
intermediate, advanced, or fluent. As a whole, students ranked their skills somewhere within
the intermediate to advanced level. Undergraduate students ranked their skill level slightly
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higher than graduate students in listening and significantly higher in speaking (50% of the
undergraduate students placed their level as advanced to fluent while only 24% of the
graduates did). This could again indicate they were exposed tomore listening and speaking
activities than the graduate students or that theyaremore self-confident. In writing, graduate
students ranked their level slightly higher thanundergraduate students (56% chose advanced
to fluent compared to 32%) andsignificantly higher in grammar (80% chose advanced to
fluent compared to 58%). Thiscould indicate thatperhaps graduate students are respondmg
to what they know is important -literacy skill.
EBQ 4 - Methods, Materials and Assignments used in English Teaching and
Assessment in the areas ofReading, Writing, Listening, and Speaking
Thoughthere were similarities in graduate and undergraduate responseto methods,
materials, and assignments used by their English teachers, there were also notable
differences. In the area of reading, the methods,materials and assignments most frequently
encountered were textbooks, composition tests, and short stories for both graduate and
undergraduate students. However, graduate students also listed poems more often (44%)
than undergraduate students (25%) and undergraduate students listed academic journals,
newspapers and magazines more often (25%) than graduate students (16%). In addition,
undergraduate students listed multiple-choice tests more often than graduate students (58%
compared to 28%). These differences seem to indicate that undergraduate students were
exposed to a greater variety of reading material while graduate students were perhaps
exposed to more traditional types ofreading material.
In writing, the most prevalent methods, materials and assignments students
encoimtered were compositions, essay tests, and letters for both graduate and undergraduate
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students. Also listed by undergraduates as prevalent were creative writing (42%) and journal
writing (50%) both ofwhich were much less prevalent for graduate students (creative writing
8%; journal writing 12%). This may indicate that undergraduate students have been exposed
to rhore varied and perhaps newer teaching methods. Both graduate and undergraduate
students indicated limited exposure to research papers (graduates 20%; undergraduates 25%).
For listening, both graduate and undergraduate students listed lecture, reading aloud,
and to a lesser extent audiotapes as used in their English studies. Undergraduate students
listed class conversation much more often than graduate students (83% compared to 32%).
Undergraduate students also were somewhat exposed to class videos (26%) where as
graduate students did not choose this method at all. Again, this may indicate undergraduates
were exposed to more varied and perhaps newer English teaching methods.
In the area of speaking, both graduate and undergraduate students indicated as
prevalent reading aloud and asking questions. Undergraduate students listed oral
presentations more often than graduate students (58% compared to 28%) and conversation
much more often than graduate students (75% compared to 24%). This last could track with
undergraduate students' higher assessment of their speaking proficiency. Finally, in the area
ofmiscellaneous methods, small group and pair work were more prevalent for undergraduate
students (58% and 42%) than graduate students (20% and 12%). Overall, it appears
undergraduate students were exposed to a greater variety ofmethods, materials and
assignments than graduate students, and some of thesemaybemore conducive to university
study. Table 9 is a summaryofstudents' previousexposure to English.
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Table 9. Previous Exposure to English
Reading Writing Listening Speaking Misc.
Textbooks Compositions Lectures Reading Aloud Small Gourp (UG)
Composition Tests Essay Tests Reading Aloud Asking Questions
of the Teacher
Pair Work (UG)
Short Stories Letters Audio-tapes Presentation (UG)
Poems (G) Creative Writing
(UG)
Class Conversation
(UG)
Conversation (UG)
Academic Journals Journal Writing
(UG)
Videos (UG)
Newspapers and
Journals
Research Papers
(very limited)
Multiple Choice
Tests
In the table, G=graduate students, N = 25; UG=undergraduate students, N=12
£BQ 3 - Why Students Studied English Prior to Coming to the U.S.
The main reason students studied English prior to coming to the U.S. was because it
was required (95% chose this answer). Thirty-eight percent studied English because they
wanted to. The only significant difference between graduate and undergraduates was 48%
graduates chose wanting to study in the U.S. as a reason for studying English while 67% of
undergraduates chose this reason.
CSQ 2 - Level of Importance for Sub-Skills in Current Degree Program
The next several sections describe the results ofCSQ 2, 'What is the level of
importance for sub-skills in your current degree program?' First, overall student response is
discussed, next a comparison between graduate and undergraduatestudent response, and
finally, a comparison of student and instructor response. Note that sub-skills are abbreviated
in the tables; however they are spelled out in the questionnaire (seeAppendix 1pg. 119).
Table 10.1 showsoverall student responsewith regardto the level of importance of sub-skills
in the category of reading. As canbe seen, a majority of students indicated thatreading
textbooks, academic journals,and the Intemet were themost important as seenby their
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numbers of65%, 54% and 51% respectively (in level 4 - absolutely necessary). These were
followed closely by reading essay exams, technical reports, email, and instructional material,
which a majority of students ranked at level 3 or 4 (absolutely necessary to necessary).
Students also felt being able to read quickly was essential with 78% ranking it at level 3 or 4.
Reading newspapers/magazines and pleasure reading was ranked as only fairly important.
Table 10.1. Overall Student les ponse to CSQ 2 - Reading
SUB-SKILL 1 2 3 4 Mean SD
LIT 26 70% 8 22% 3 8% 0 0% 1.38 0.64
NP/MAG 8 22% 15 41% 7 19% 7 19% 2.35 1.03
INSTRU MAT 5 14% 6 16% 18 49% 8 22% 2.78 0.95
TEXTBOOK 0 0% 3 8% 10 27% 24 65% 3.57 0.65
EXAM (MULT) 3 8% 8 22% 12 32% 14 38% 3.00 0.97
EXAM (ESSAY) 3 8% 2 5% 17 46% 15 41% 3.19 0.88
PLEASURE 10 27% 15 41% 9 24% 3 8% 2.14 0.92
'^CAD JL 1 3% 6 16% 10 27% 20 54% 3.32 0.85
TECH REPORT 2 5% 6 16% 11 30% 18 49% 3.22 0.92
INTERNET 2 5% 5 14% 11 30% 19 51% 3.27 0.90
E-MAIL 2 5% 5 14% 15 41% 15 41% 3.16 0.87
READ QUICK 4 11% 4 11% 12 32% 17 46% 3.14 1.00
In the table, l=unnecessary, 2=somev\iiat necessary, 3=necessary, 4=absolutely necessary.
N=37.
Table 10.2 shows overall student response with regard to the level of importance of
sub-skills in the category ofwriting. Students ranked writing research papers and technical
reports as most important as seen by their numbers of 70% and 54% respectively (m level 4 -
absolutely necessary). These were followed closely by essay exams and lecture notes, which
a majority of students ranked at level3 or 4 (absolutely necessary to necessary). Students
also felt use of correct grammar andvocabulary inwriting was important and that it was
necessary to beable to write within a time limit. As canbeseen bythehighstandard
deviation (SD), student responses were mixed when it came to labreports withanswers
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spread fairly evenly among the four levels of import. This probably represents the variety in
student discipline.
SUB-SKILL 1 2 3 4 Mean SD
TECH REPORT 3 8% 2 5% 12 32% 20 54% 3.32 0.91
IN-CLASS 2 5% 11 30% 18 49% 6 16% 2.76 0.80
LAB REPORT 6 16% 10 27% 11 30% 10 27% 2.68 1.06
RESEARCH PAPER 1 3% 1 3% 9 24% 26 70% 3.62 0.68
EXAM ESSAY ANS 2 5% 9 24% 12 32% 14 38% 3.03 0.93
COR VOC/GRAM 3 8% 7 19% 14 38% 13 35% 3.00 0.94
LECTURE NOTES 1 3% 8 22% 12 32% 16 43% 3.16 0.87
LTRS 9 24% 14 38% 9 24% 5 14% 2.27 0.99
E-MAIL 4 11% 9 24% 15 41% 9 24% 2.78 0.95
TIME LIMIT 2 5% 7 19% 15 41% 13 35% 3.05 0.88
In the table, I=unnecessary, 2=somewhat necessary, 3=necessary, 4=absoluteIy necessary
N=37.
Table 10.3 shows overall student response with regard to the level of importance of
sub-skills in the category of listening. Students ranked as most important listening to lectures
(70% in level 4) followed closely by other orally presented material, listening to directions,
and student talk, which a majority ofstudents ranked at level 3 or 4 (absolutely necessary to
necessary). Student responsewas mixedwith regardto the importance of listeningto
TV/film/radio and cultural references.
Table 10.3. Overall Student Response to CSQ 2 - Listening
SUB-SKILL 1 2 3 4 Mean SD
LECTURES 0 0% 0 0% 11 30% 26 70% 3.70 0.46
TV/FILM/RADIO 5 14% 8 22% 16 43% 8 22% 2.73 0.96
DIRECTIONS 1 3% 7 19% 17 46% 12 32% 3.08 0.80
PRESENTED MAT 1 3% 2 5% 16 43% 18 49% 3.38 0.72
STUDENT TALK 1 3% 11 30% 12 32% 13 35% 3.00 0.88
CULTURAL REF 13 35% 7 19% 11 30% 6 16% 2.27 1.12
N=37.
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With regard to speaking, students feh all of the sub-skills listed (see Table 10.4) were
important with a majority of students ranking them at level 3 or 4.
Table 10.4. Overall Student Response to CSQ 2 - Speaking
SUB-SKILL 1 2 3 4 Mean SD
CL DISC 0 0% 6 16% 18 49% 13 35% 3.19 0.70
ASKQS OFINSTRU 0 0% 4 11% 16 43% 17 46% 3.35 0.68
ORAL PRES 1 3% 2 5% 17 46% 17 46% 3.35 0.72
PRONUN CLEARLY 0 0% 7 19% 15 41% 15 41% 3.22 0.75
INSTRU OUTSIDE 2 5% g 24% 16 43% 10 27% 2.92 0.86
CONV OUTSIDE 6 16% 10 27% 18 49% 3 8% 2.49 0.87
In the table, l=unnecessary, 2=somew1iat necessary, 3=necessary,4=absolutelynecessary.
N=37.
With regard to miscellaneous sub-skills (see Table 10.5), students ranked analyzing text as
most important (87% at level 3 and 4) followed closely by learning new vocabulary (75% at
level 3 and 4).
Table 10.5. Overall Student Response to CSQ 2 - Misc.
SUB-SKILL 1 2 3 4 Mean SD
ANALYZE TEXT 1 3% 4 11% 15 41% 17 46% 3.30 0.78
NON-VERBALS 6 16% 14 38% 11 30% 6 16% 2.46 0.96
NEW VOCAB 1 3% 8 22% 16 43% 12 32% 3.05 0.81
Li the table, l=unnecessaiy,2=somewhat necessary, 3=necessaiy, 4=absolutely necessary.
N=37.
Comparison of Graduate and Undergraduate Student Response to CSQ 2
Whatfollows are the noteworthy differences between graduate andundergraduate
student responses with regard to level of importance of sub-skills to theircurrent degree
program. Table 11.1 shows the overall comparison in the category of reading. As can be
seen in reviewing themeans, graduate students ranked asthetopthree most important sub-
skills as reading of textbooks, academic joumals, and technical reports. This differed
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markedly from undergraduates who ranked reading ofmultiple choice exams, essay exams,
then as third most important Internet, email, and reading quickly (these three had same mean
of3.33). Undergraduates ranked reading newspapers/magazines as more important than
graduates (75% chose level 3 or 4 compared to 20%). Graduate students ranked reading
academic journals and technical reports as more important than did undergraduate students
(88% chose level 3 or 4 compared to 66% for academic journals and 88% compared to 58%
for technical reports). These last two differences are probably due to greater specialization
by graduate students in their discipline.
Table 11.1. Comparison ofGraduate and Undergraduate Student Response to CSQ 2 - Reading
Graduate N=25 Undergraduate N=12
SUB-SKILL 1 2 3 4 Mean SD 1 2 3 4 Mean SD
AM LIT 19 76% 3 12% 3 12% 0 0% 1.36 0.7 7 58% 5 42% 0 0% 0 0% 1.42 0.51
NP/WIAG 6 24% 14 56% 2 8% 3 12% 2.08 0.91 2 17% 1 8% 5 42% 4 33% 2.92 1.08
INSTRU MAT 4 16% 5 20% 12 48% 4 16% 2.64 0.9£ 1 8% 1 8% 6 50% 4 33% 3.08 0.90
TEXTBOOK 0 0% 0 0% 7 28% 18 72% 3.72 0.46 0 0% 3 25% 3 25% 6 50% 3.25 0.87
EXAM (MULT) 3 12% 5 20% 11 44% 6 24% 2.8 0.9E 0 0% 3 25% 1 8% 8 67% 3.42 0.90
EXAM (ESSAY) 2 8% 2 8% 12 48% 9 36% 3.12 0.88 1 8% 0 0% 5 42% 6 50% 3.33 0.89
PLEASURE 6 24% 11 44% 6 24% 2 8% 2.16 0.9C 4 33% 4 33% 3 25% 1 8% 2.08 1.00
ACAD JL 0 0% 3 12% 6 24% 16 64% 3.52 0.71 1 8% 3 25% 4 33% 4 33% 2.92 1.00
TECH REPORT 1 4% 2 8% 10 40% 12 48% 3.32 0.8C 1 8% 4 33% 1 8% 6 50% 3.00 1.13
INTERNET 1 4% 4 16% 8 32% 12 48% 3.24 0.88 1 8% 1 8% 3 25% 7 58% 3.33 0.98
E-MAIL 1 4% 4 16% 12 48% 8 32% 3.08 0.81 1 8% 1 8% 3 25% 7 58% 3.33 0.98
READ QUICKLY 3 12% 3 12% 9 36% 10 40% 3.04 1.02 1 8% 1 8% 3 25% 7 58% 3.33 0.98
In the table, l=iiiiiiecessary,2=somewhatnecessary, 3=necessary,4=absolutelynecessary,
Table 112 shows the overall comparison in the category ofwriting. As can be seen
when reviewing the means, graduate students ranked as the top threemost important sub-
skills researchpapers, technical reports and lectures. By contrast, undergraduates listed
research papers and lectures as second and thirdbut ranked writing withina time limit first.
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Undergraduates ranked using correct grammar and vocabulary in writing as more important
than did graduates (50% in level 4 compared to 28%). This could be reflective of a higher
level ofproficiency or experience by graduates in this sub-skill. If they think they are
proficient, perhaps they do not think of it as necessary or take it for granted. Undergraduates
also ranked writing lab reports as important whereas graduate response was mixed, which
may be reflective graduate variation and more specialization in discipline. Graduates ranked
writing of technical reports and research papers as more important than did undergraduates
(92% in level 3 and 4 compared to 75% for technical reports and 100% compared to 83% for
research papers).
Table 11.2. Comparison ofGraduate and Undergraduate Student Response to CSQ - Writing
Graduate N=25 Undergraduate N=12
SUB-SKILL 1 2 3 4 Mean SD 1 2 3 4 Mean SD
TECH REPORT 1 4% 1 4% 9 36% 14 56% 3.44 0.77 2 17% 1 8% 3 25% 6 50% 3.08 1.16
IN-CLASS 1 4% 10 40% 10 40% 4 16% 2.68 D.80 1 8% 1 8% 8 67% 2 17% 2.92 0.79
LAB REPORT 5 24% 6 24% 8 32% 5 20% 2.48 1.08 0 0% 4 33% 3 25% 5 42% 3.08 0.90
RESEARCH PAPER D 0% 0 0% 6 24% 19 76% 3.76 D.44 1 8% 1 8% 3 25% 7 58% 3.33 0.98
EXAM ESSAY ANS 1 4% 7 28% 9 36% 8 32% 2.96 0.89 1 8% 2 17% 3 25% 6 50% 3.17 1.03
CORVOC/GRAM 1 4% 5 20% 12 48% 7 28% 3 0.82 2 17% 2 17% 2 17% 6 50% 3.00 121
LECTURE NOTES 0 0% 6 24% 10 40% 9 36% 3.12 0.78 1 8% 2 17%2 17% 7 58% 3.25 1.06
LTRS 6 24% 11 44% 4 16% 4 16% 2.24 1.01 3 25% 3 25% 5 42% 1 8% 2.33 0.98
E-MAIL 2 8% 7 28% 10 40% 6 24% 2.8 0.91 2 17% 2 17% 5 42% 3 25% 2.75 1.06
TIME LIMIT 1 4% 6 24% 13 52% 5 20% 2.88 0.78 1 8% 1 8% 2 17% 8 67% 3.42 1.00
In the table, 0= never, l=seldom, 2=sometimes, 3=often,4=veryoften.
Table 11.3 shows the overall comparison in the category of listening. Bothgraduates
and undergraduates ranked as first andsecond most important sub-skills as listening to
lectures andpresented material. Asthird most important, graduates ranked listening to
student talkwhile undergraduates ranked listening to directions. There were only two
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notable differences between graduate andundergraduate students. Undergraduate students
ranked listening to TV/film/radio asmore important thandidgraduate students (75% in level
3 and 4 compared to 60%). This could be reflective of greater useof these activities in
undergraduate courses. Undergraduate and graduate student responses were mixed with
regard to the importance of cultural references though more graduate students ranked it as
unnecessary than did graduate students.
Table 11.3. Comparison ofGraduate and Undergraduate Student Response to CSQ2 - Listening
SUB-SKILL 1 2 3 4 Mean SD 1 2 3 4 Mean SD
LECTURES 0 0% 0 0% 10 40% 15 60% 3.6 0.5C 0 0% 0 0% 1 8% 11 92% 3.92 0.29
TV/FILM/RADIO 4 16%6 24% 10 40% 5 20% 2.64 0.9£ 1 8% 2 17% 6 50% 3 25% 2.92 0.90
DIRECTIONS 1 4% 6 24% 12 48% 6 24% 2.92 0.81 0 0% 1 8% 5 42% 6 50% 3.42 0.67
PRESENTED MAT 1 4% 2 8% 10 40% 12 48% 3.32 0.8C D 0% 0 0% B 50% 6 50% 3.50 0.52
STUDENT TALK 1 4% 7 28% 8 32% g 36% 3 0.91 D 0% 4 33% 4 33% 4 33% 3.00 0.85
CULTURAL REF 10 40% 4 16% 8 32% 3 12% 2.16 1.11 3 25% 3 25% 3 25% 3 25% 2.50 1.17
In the table, l=unnecessary, 2=somewhatnecessary, 3=necessaTy, 4=absolutelynecessary.
Table 11.4 shows overall comparison in the^categoryof speaking. Both graduates
and undergraduates ranked as the most important sub-skills oral presentations and asking
questions of the instructor. Graduates ranked clear pronunciation as next most important
while undergraduates ranked class discussion as next. In the miscellaneous area, graduate
students ranked the ability to analyze text as more important than did undergraduate students
(96% in level 3 and 4 compared to 67%, see Table 11.5). This is probably reflective of
greater discipline specialization by graduates, which requires more complex reading and
application.
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Table 11.4. Comparison of Graduate and Undei^raduate Student Response to CSQ 2 - Speaking
Graduate N=25 Undergraduate N=12
SUB-SKILL 1 2 3 4 Mean SD 1 2 3 4 Mean SD
CL DISC 0 0% 5 20% 11 44% g 36% 3.16 0.7£ 0 0% 1 8% 7 58% 4 33% 3.25 0.62
ASK? OF INSTRU 0 0% 2 8% 14 56% 9 36% 3.28 0.61 0 0% 2 17% 2 17% 8 67% 3.50 0.80
ORAL PRES 0 0% 2 8% 12 48% 11 44% 3.36 0.64 1 8% 0 0% 5 42% 6 50% 3.33 0.89
PRONUN CLEAR 0 0% 4 16% 11 44% 10 40% 3.24 0.72 0 0% 3 25% 4 33% 5 42% 3.17 0.83
INSTRU OUTSIDE 2 8% 6 24% 12 48% 5 20% 2.8 0.87 0 0% 3 25% 4 33% 5 42% 3.17 0.83
CONV OUTSIDE 5 20% 6 24% 11 44% 2 8% 2.417 0.92 0 0% 4 33% 7 58% 1 8% 2.75 0.62
In the table, l=unnecessary, 2=soraewhat necessary, 3=necessary, 4=absolutely necessary.
Table 11.5. Comparison of Graduate and Undergraduate Student Response to CSQ 2 - Misc.
Graduate N=25 Undergraduate N=12
SUB-SKILL 1 2 3 4 Mean SD l| 2 3 4 Mean SD
ANALYZE TEXT 0 0% 1 4% 12 48% 12 48% 3.44 0.58 18% 3 25% 3 25% 5 42% 3.00 1.04
NON-VERBALS 4 16% 9 36% 7 28% 4 16% 2.458 0.98 do% 5 42% 4 33% 2 17% 2.73 0.79
NEWVOCAB 1 4% 5 20% 11 44% 8 32% 3.04 0.84 qo% 3 25% 5 42% 4 33% 3.08 0.79
In the table, 1=iinnecessaiy, 2=somewhat necessary, 3=necessary, 4=absolutely necessary.
CSQ 2 —The Instructors' Responses
Table 12.1 shows overall instructor response with regard to the level ofimportance of
sub-skills in the category ofreading. A majority of instructors indicated that reading
textbooks, essay exams and instructor material were the most important as seen by their
numbers of93%, 87%, and 87% respectively (in levels 3 and 4), These were followed by
technical reports, email, and the Internet. Instructor responseswere mixed with regard to the
level ofnecessity of reading academicjournals with responses distributed equally between
levels 2, 3, and 4.
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SUB-SKILLS 1 2 3 4 Mean SD
AM LIT 13 87% 1 7% 1 7% 0 0% 1.20 0.56
NP/MAG 8 53% 4 27% 1 7% 2 13% 1.80 1.08
INSTRU MAT 2 13% 0 0% 9 60% 4 27% 3.00 0.93
TEXTBOOK 1 7% 0 0% 5 33% 9 60% 3.47 0.83
EXAM (MULT) 3 20% 3 20% 7 47% 2 13% 2.53 0.99
EXAM (ESSAY) 1 7% 1 7% 9 60% 4 27% 3.07 0.80
PLEASURE 8 53% 4 27% 2 13% 1 7% 1.73 0.96
ACAD JL 1 7% 4 27% 5 33% 5 33% 2.93 0.96
TECH REPORT 3 20% 1 7% 8 53% 3 20% 2.73 1.03
INTERNET 3 20% 2 13% 9 60% 1 7% 2.53 0.92
E-MAIL 2 13% 2 13% 9 60% 2 13% 2.73 0.88
READ QUICK 5 33% 4 27% 5 33% 1 7% 2.13 0.99
In the table, l=unnecessary, 2=somewhat necessary, 3=necessary, 4=absoluteIy necessary.
N=15.
Table 12.2 shows overall instructor response with regard to the level of importance of
sub-skills in the category ofwriting. A majority of instructors indicated that writing lecture
notes, essay exams, and research papers were the most important as seen by their numbers of
80%, 80% and 74% respectively (in levels 3 and 4). Instructors also indicated that use of
correct grammar and vocabulary was important (60% ofthe instructors chose levels 3 and 4).
As can be seen when looking at the high SD score, instructor response for writing technical
and lab reports was mixed, which may be indicative ofvariation in instructor discipline -
some require these reports while others do not. Instructor response was also mixed for
writing imder a time limit.
Table 12.3 shows overall instructor responsewith regard to the level of importance of
sub-skills in the category of listening. A majority of instructors indicated that listening to
lectures, orallypresentedmaterial and directions were themost importantas seen by their
numbers of94%, 84%, and 70% respectively (in levels 3 and 4).
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SUB-SKILLS 1 2 3 4 Mean SD
TECH REPORT 3 20% 1 7% 6 40% 5 33% 2.87 1.13
IN-CLASS 4 27% 5 33% 4 27% 2 13% 2.27 1.03
LAB REPORT 5 33% 3 20% 3 20% 4 27% 2.40 1.24
RESEARCH PAPER 2 13% 2 13% 4 27% 7 47% 3.07 1.10
EXAM ESSAY ANS 1 7% 2 13% 6 40% 6 40% 3.13 0.92
COR VOC/GRAM 1 7% 5 33% 8 53% 1 7% 2.60 0.74
LECTURE NOTES 0 0% 3 20% 6 40% 6 40% 3.20 0.77
LTRS 7 47% 4 27% 3 20% 1 7% 1.87 o.gg
E-MAIL 2 13% 5 33% 5 33% 3 20% 2.60 0.99
TIME LIMIT 2 13% 4 27% 5 33% 4 27% 2.73 1.03
2=soniewhat necessary, 3=necessary,4=absolutelynecessary.In the table, I=unnecessary,
N=15.
Table 12.3. Overall Instructor Response to CSQ 2 - Listening
SUB-SKILLS 1 2 3 4 Mean SD
LECTURES 0 0% 1 7% 7 47% 7 47% 3.40 0.63
TV/FILWI/RADIO 8 53% 1 7% 5 33% 1 7% 1.93 1.10
DIRECTIONS 2 13% 2 13% 7 47% 4 27% 2.87 0.99
PRESENTED MAT 2 13% 1 7% 8 53% 4 27% 2.93 0.96
STUDENT TALK 2 13% 5 33% 7 47% 1 7% 2.47 0.83
CULTURAL REF 9 60% 3 20% 3 20% 0 0% 1.60 0.83
In the table, l=umiecessaiy, 2=somewhat necessary, 3=necessary, 4=absolutely necessary.
N=15.
Table 12 .4 shows overall instructor response with regard to the level of importance
of sub-skills in the category of speaking. A majority of instructors indicated that asking
questions of the instructor, conversation outside class, and oral presentations were the most
important as seen by their numbers of93%, 87%, and 74% respectively (in levels 3 and 4).
These were followed closely by class discussion (73% in levels 3 and 4).
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SUB-SKILLS 1 2 3 4 Mean SD
CL DISC 0 0% 4 27% 6 40% 5 33% 3.07 0.80
ASK QS OF INSTRU 0 0% 1 7% g 60% 5 33% 3.27 0.59
ORAL PRES 2 13% 2 13% 7 47% 4 27% 2.87 0.99
PRONUN CLEARLY 1 7% 5 33% 6 40% 3 20% 2.73 0.88
INSTRU OUTSIDE 1 7% 5 33% 6 40% 3 20% 2.73 0.88
CONV OUTSIDE 1 7% 1 7% 9 60% 4 27% 3.07 0.80
In the table, l=imnecessary, 2=somewhat necessary, 3=necessary, 4=absolutely necessary.
N=15
Finally, with regard to the miscellaneous sub-skills, analyzing text was ranked by
most instructors as the most important sub-skill with 100% ofthe instructors choosing level 3
or 4, that is, necessary or absolutely necessary (see table 12.5). Next in level of importance
was leaming new vocabulary; 90% ofthe instructors chose level 3 or 4. Use ofnon-verbals
was ranked by most respondents as only somewhat necessary.
Table 12.5. Instructor Response to CSQ 2 - Misc.
SUB-SKILLS 1 2 3 4 Mean SD
ANALYZE TEXT 0 0% 0 0% 9 60% 6 40% 3.40 0.51
NON-VERBALS 3 20% 9 60% 3 20% 0 0% 2.00 0.65
NEWVOCAB 0 0% 3 20% 8 53% 4 27% 3.07 0.70
In the table, l=iimiecessary,2=somewhat necessary, 3=necessary,4=absolutelynecessary.
N=15.
Comparison of Student and Instructor Response to CSQ 2
There were some noteworthy differences between students and instructors. In
general, in all categories, students ranked sub-skills at a greater level of importance than did
instructors. Table 13.1 shows the overallcomparison in the area of reading. Both instructors
and students ranked reading textbooks as themost important sub-skill; however, for the next
most important, instructors ranked reading essay exams and instructional material whereas
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students ranked readingacademicjournals and the Internet. Students ranked reading
academic journals asmore important than did instructors with 81% choosing level 3 or 4
compared 66%of the instructors. Students also indicated that reading the Internet and email
wasmore importantthan did instructors with 81%and 82%choosing level 3 or 4
respectively compared to 73% and67% of the instructors. This is probably indicative of a
greater requirement for students to use the Intemetand email whereas probably not all
instructors use the two. Students ranked ability to read quicklymuchmore important with
78% ranking it in level 3 or 4 compared to 40% for instructors. I would assume this is dueto
instructors being (mostly)nativeEnglish speakers and perhapsnot thinking about the reading
difficulty faced by non-nativespeakers. On the otherhand, instructors ranked instructional
material as more important than did students with 87% choosing levels 3 or 4 compared to
71% ofthe students.
Table 13.1. Comparison of Student and Instructor Response to CSQ 2 - Reading
Student N=7 Instructor N=15
SUB-SKILL 1 2 3 4 Mean SD 1 2 3 4 Mean SD
AM LIT 26 70% 8 22% 3 8% 0 0% 1.38 0.64 1387% 1 7% 1 7%0 0% 1.20 0.56
NP/MAG 8 22% 15 41% 7 19% 7 19% 2.35 1.03 8 53% 4 27% 1 7% 2 13% 1.801.08
INSTRU MAT 5 14% 6 16% 18 49% 8 22% 2.78 0.95 2 13%0 0% 9
o
CO
4 27% 3.00 0.93
TEXTBOOK 0 0% 3 8% 10 27% 24 65% 3.57 0.65 1 7% 0 0% 5 33% 9 B0% 3.47 0.83
EXAM (MULT) 3 8% 8 22% 12 32% 14 38% 3.00 0.97 3 20% 3 20% 47% 2 13% 2.53 0.99
EXAM (ESSAY) 3 8% 2 5% 17 46% 15 41% 3.19 0.88 1 7%1 7% c 60% 4 27% 3.07 0.80
PLEASURE 10 27% 15 41% g 24% 3 8% 2.14 0.92 8 53% 4 27% 2 13%1 7% 1.730.96
ftCAD JL 1 3% 6 16% 10 27% 20 54% 3.32 0.85 1 7% 4 27% 5 33% 5 33% 2.93 0.96
TECH REPORT 2 5% 6 16% 11 30% 18 49% 3.22 0.92 3 20% 1 7%8 53% 3 20% 2.73 1.03
INTERNET 2 5% 5 14% 11 30% 19 51% 3.27 0.9C 3 20% 2 13% g 60% 1 7% 2.53 0.92
E-MAIL 2 5% 5 14% 15 41% 15 41% 3.16 0.87 2 13%2 13%£ 60%2 13% 2.73 0.88
READ QUICK 4 11% 4 11% 12 32% 17 46% 3.14 1.00 5 33% 4 27%5 33% 1 7% 2.13 0.99
In the table. l=unnecessarv. 2=somewfaat necessarv. 3=necessarv. 4=absolutelv necessarv.
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As with reading, students ranked most sub-skills in writing more necessary than did
instructors; table 13.2 shows the overall comparison. Means show that both instructors and
students ranked as most important writing of lecture notes and research papers; however,
instructors ranked as second most important writing ofessay exams while students listed
technical reports. A majority of the students ranked writing ofresearch papers and technical
reports ofhigher importance than did instructors with 94% and 86% of students choosing
levels 3 and 4 respectively compared to 74% and 73% for instructors. More students ranked
correct use ofgrammar and vocabulary in writing as important than did instructors (73%
compared to 60%). This could be indicative that some instructors focus more on content of
written work than form.
Table 13.2. Comparison of Student and Instructor Response to CSQ 2 - Writing
Student N=37 Instructor N=15
SUB-SKILL 1 2 3 4 Mean SD 1 2 3 4 Mean SD
TECH REPORT 3 8% 2 5% 12 32% 20 54% 3.32 0.91 3 20% 1 7% 40%5 33% 2.87 1.13
IN-CLASS 2! 5% 11 30% 18 49% 6 16%' 2.76 0.80 4 27% 5 33%4 27% 2 13% 2.27 1.03
LAB REPORT 6 16% 10 27% 11130% 10 27% 2.68 1.06 5 33%3 20%3 20% 4 27% 2.40 1.24
RESEARCH PAPER 1 3% 1 3% 9 24% 26 70% 3.62 0.68 2 13%2 13% 4 27% 7 47% 3.07 1.10
EXAM ESSAY ANS 2 5% 9 24% 12 32% 14 38% 3.03 0.93 1 7% 2 13%6 40% B40% 3.130.92
CORVOC/GRAM 3 8% 7 19% 14 38% 13 35% 3.00 0.94 1 7%5 33% 8 53% 1 7% 2.6d0.74
LECTURE NOTES 1 3% 8 22% 12 32%: 16 43% 3.16 0.87
•
•
E
•
5
s
0% 3 20% 8 40% B40% 3.200.77
LTRS g 24% 14 38% 9 24% 5 14% 2.27 o.gg 47% 4 27% 3 20% 7% 1.870.99
E-MAIL 4 11% g 24% 15 41% 9 24% 2.78 0.95 13% 5 !33% 5 33%3 20% 2.600.99
TIME LIMIT 2 5% 7 19% 15 41% 13 35% 3.05 0.88 13% 4 27%5 33%4 l27% 2.731.03
In the table, l=uiinecessary, 2=somewhat necessary, 3=Tiecessaiy, 4=absolutely necessary.
Table 13.3 shows the overall comparison in the category of listening. A comparison
means show that both instructors and students ranked the sub-skills in the same order of
import with the top three being listening to lectures,presented material, and directions. With
theexception of lectures and directions, students ranked the sub-skills ofhigher import than
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did instructors. The most significant difference was the sub-skill of listening to
TV/film/radio with 65% ofthe students choosing levels 3 or 4 compared to 40% of the
instructors. This is probably reflective of instructor use of these sub-skills in class.
Table 13.3. Comparison of Student and Instructor Response to CSQ 2 - Listening
Student N=37 Instructor N=15
SUB-SKILL 1 2 3 4 Mean SD 1 2 3 4 Mean SD
LECTURES 0 0% 0 0% 11 30% 26 70% 3.70 0.46 0 0%1 7% 7 47% 7 47% 3.400.63
TV/FILM/RADIO 5 14% 8 22% 16 43% 8 22% 2.73 0.96 8 53%1 7%5 33% 1 7% 1.931.10
DIRECTIONS 1 3% 7 19% 17 46% 12 32% 3.08 0.8C 2 13%2 13%7 47% 4 27% 2.870.99
PRESENTED MAT 1 3% 2 5% 16 43% 18 49% 3.38 0.72 2 13%1 7%8 53% 4 27% 2.930.96
STUDENT TALK 1 3% 11 30% 12 32% 13 35% 3.00 0.88 2 13%5 33%7 47% 1 7% 2.47 0.83
CULTURAL REF 13 35% 7 19% 11 30% 6 16% 2.27 1.12 9 60%3 20%3 20% 0 0% 1.600.83
In the table, l=unnecessary, 2=somewhat necessary, 3=necessary, 4=absolutely necessary.
In the category of speaking, again Students ranked most sub-skills more necessary
than did instructors; Table 13.4 shows the overall comparison. Comparison ofthe means
show that both instructors and students ranked as most important asking questions of the
instructor; however, instructors next ranked class discussion, conversation outside (these two
tied for second most important), and oral presentation while students ranked oral presentation
and clear pronunciation. Ofnote, students ranked pronouncing words clearly ofhigher import
than did instructors with 82% of students ranking it at level 3 or 4 compared to 60% of
instructors. This could be indicative of students being self-conscious oftheir ability whereas
instructors probably focus more on comprehension. Interestingly, instructors ranked
conversing with classmates outside ofclass more necessary than did students with 87% of
instructors ranking it at level 3 or 4 comparedwith 57% of students. This could be due to
instructor emphasis on developing study groups while many intemational students choose to
associate outside of their classeswith their ethnicgroup, members of whommaynot be their
classmates. This could be particularlytrue of someArabic-speaking students who due to
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their religion and culture donotsocialize with members ofthe opposite sex who may be in
their classes.
Table 13.4. Comparison of Student and Instructor Response to CSQ 2 - Speaking
Student N=37 Instructor N=15
SUB-SKILL 1 2 3 4 Mean SO |l 2 3 4 Mean SD
CL DISC 0 0% 6 16% 18 49% 13 35% 3.19 0.70
1
I 0% 4 27%6 40% 5 33% 3.07 0.80
ASK QS OF INSTRU 0 0% 4 11% 16 43% 17 46% 3.35 0.68
I
• 0% 1 7% g 60%5 33% 3.27 0.59
ORAL PRES 1 3% 2 5% 17 46% 17 46% 3.35 0.72
1
5 13%2 13%7 47% 4 27% 2.87 0.99
PRONUN CLEARLY 0 0% 7 19% 15 41% 15 41% 3.22 0.75 1 7%5 33%6 40% 3 20% 2.730.88
INSTRU OUTSIDE 2 5% 9 24% 16 43% 1027% 2.92' 0.86 1 7%5 33%5 40% 3 20% 2.730.88
CONV OUTSIDE 6 16% 10 27% 18 49% 3 8% 2.49 0.87 1 7% 1 7%g 60% 4 27% 3.070.80
In the table, l=unnecessaiy, 2=soniewhat necessary, 3=necessary,4=absolutelynecessary.
Table 13.5 gives the overall comparison of the miscellaneous sub-skills. Both
instructors and students ranked as most important analyzing text followed by newvocabulary
and the ability to read non-verbal communication. Instructors and graduate students ranked
analyzing text as more importantthan undergraduate students with 100%of instructors and
96% ofgradate students ranking it at level 3 or 4 compared to 67% ofundergraduates. This
is most likely due to greater emphasis by content instructors and graduate students on a more
complex understanding ofones discipline.
Table 13.5. Comparison of Student and Instructor Response to CSQ 2 - Misc.
Student N=37 Instructor N=15
SUB-SKILL 1 2 3 4 Mean SD l| 2 sj 4 MeanlSD
ANALYZE TEXT 1 3% 4 11% 15 41% 17 46% 3.30 0.78 0 0% 0 0%S50%B 40% 3.400.51
NON-VERBALS 6 16% 14 38% 11 30% 6 16% 2.46 0.96 3pO%9
0
CO
3pO%D 0% 2.odo.65
NEWVOCAB 1 3% 8 22% 16 43% 12 32% 3.05 0.81 o| 0% 3 20%853% 4 27% 3.0710.70
In the table, l=iinnecessary, 2=somewhat necessary, 3=necessary, 4=absolutely necessary.
CSQ 3 - Frequency ofAcademic Activities
The next several sections describe the results ofCSQ 3, 'What is the level of
frequency for sub-skills in your current degree program?' First, overall student response is
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discussed, next a comparison between graduate and undergraduate student response, and
finally, a comparison of student and instructorresponse. Note that sub-skillsare abbreviated
in the tables; however they are spelled out in the questionnaire (see Appendix 1 pg. 120).
Table 14.1 shows overall student responsewith regard to the level of frequency of sub-skills
in the category ofreading. As can be seen, a majority of students indicated that they were
required to read textbooks, academic journals, and the Intemet the most as seen by their
numbers of 94%, 75% and 75% respectively (in levels 3 or 4 - very often to often). Most
also indicated they were required to read overheads/the board, handouts and email often.
SUB-SKILLS 0 1 2 3 4 Mean SD
TEXT BOOK 0 0% 2 6% 0 0% 7 19% 27 75% 3.64 0.76
ACAD JOURNAL 3 8% 1 3% 5 14% 10 28% 17 47% 3.03 1.23
NP/MAGAZINE 3 8% 6 17% 13 36% 11 31% 3 8% 2.14 1.07
OH/BOARD 6 17% 3 8% 4 11% 11 31% 12 33% 2.56 1.46
HANDOUTS 7 19% 0 0% 4 11% 10 28% 15 42% 2.72 1.50
INTERNET 5 14% 0 0% 4 11% 14 39% 13 36% 2.83 1.32
E-MAIL 5 14% 0 0% 7 19% 15 42% 9 25% 2.64 1.27
In the table, 0= never, l=seIdoni, 2=sometimes, 3=often, 4=very often. N=37
Table 14.2 shows overall student response with regard to the level of frequency of
sub-skills in the category ofwriting. The most frequent sub-skills required were taking notes
and writing research papers and book/journal articles as seen by their numbers of 78%, 61%
and 56% respectively (in levels 3 and 4 - very often to often). Interesting to note that though
students were required to write research papers often in their academic classes, they had been
exposed to writing research papers seldom or never in their previous English language
programs as indicated by the English Background Questions (EBQs) and their interviews
(discussed later in this chapter). These were followed closely by the requirement to write
essaytests and emails, whicha majority of students ranked at level3 or 4. Amajority of
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students indicated thatwriting letters was seldom ornever a requirement. Again interesting
to note that though according to theEBQs and student interviews, writing letters had been a
form of writing mosthadbeenexposed to, in theircurrent situation, fewor no students were
required towrite letters. Ascan beseen bythehigh SD scores, for most of the remaining
writing activities, student responses were mixed. This division or slight polarization of
frequency levels withregard to these activities is probably reflective of student status
(undergraduate or graduate) and/or student discipline.
SUB-SKILLS 0 1 2 3 4 Mean SD
NOTE TAKING 2 6% 1 3% 5 14% g 25% ig 53% 3.17 1.13
ESSAY TESTS 6 17% 5 14% 6 17% 13 36% 6 17% 2.22 1.35
COMPOSITIONS 7 19% g 25% 7 19% 5 14% 8 22% 1.94 1.45
RESEARCH PAP 4 11% 3 8% 7 19% 8 22% 14 39% 2.69 1.37
LAB REPORTS 11 31% 7 19% 5 14% 9 25% 4 11% 1.67 1.43
LETTERS 10 28% 11 31% 5 14% 6 17% 3 8% 1.46 1.31
SUMMARIES 5 14% 6 17% 10 28% g 25% 6 17% 2.14 1.29
PROPOSALS 9 25% 6 17% 5 14% 8 22% 8 22% 2.00 1.53
THESIS/DOC 7 19% 9 25% 2 6% 5 14% 11 31% 2.12 1.61
BOOK/JL ART 4 11% 7 19% 5 14% 11 31% 9 25% 2.39 1.36
E-MAIL 6 17% 1 3% 11 31% 10 28% 8 22% 2.36 1.33
In the table, never, l=seldom, 2=sometiraes, 3=often, 4=very often. N=37.
Table 14.3 shows overall student response with regard to the level of frequency of
sub-skills in the category of listening. Students most frequently were required to listen to
lectures (91% choose levels level 3 or 4) followed by class discussions (78%) and
discussions outside class (52%). Student response was mixed for videos indicating some
courses used videos while others did not.
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SUB-SKILLS 0 1 2 3 4 Mean SD
LECTURES 1 3% 0 0% 2 6% 7 19% 26 72% 3.58 0.84
DISCUSSION (CD 3 8% 1 3% 4 11% 10 28% 18 50% 3.08 1.23
VIDEO (CL) 9 25% 3 8% g 25% 10 28% 5 14% 1.97 1.40
DISCUSSION (OUT) 2 6% 2 6% 13 36% 12 33% 7 19% 2.56 1.05
In the table, 0= never, l=seldom, 2=sometimes, 3=often, 4=very often. N=37.
With regard to speaking, students indicated theywere required most often to ask
questions in class andparticipate in class discussion as seen by 83% choosing level 3 or 4 for
both (seeTable 14.4). Next most often required were answering questions (72%)and
participating in out of class discussion(66%). Studentresponse for having to give
presentations was mixedwith most responses falling into levels2,3, or 4. Thismay suggest
considerable difference in oral presentation requirementsacross the curriculum.
SUB-SKILLS 0 1 2 3 4 Mean SD
ASK QS LECTURE 0 0% 2 6% 4 11% 16 44% 14 39% 3.17 0.85
DISCUSSION (CL) 0 0% 1 3% 5 14% 18 50% 12 33% 3.14 0.76
DISCUSSION (OUT) 0 0% 3 8% 9 25% 16 44% 8 22% 2.81 0.89
ANS QS IN CL 0 0% 3 8% 7 19% 17 47% 9 25% 2.89 0.89
PRESENTATION 1 3% 3 8% 10 28% 10 28% 12 33% 2.81 1.09
In the table, 0= never, l=seldom, 2=sometimes, 3=often, 4=very often. N=37
Comparison ofGraduate and Undergraduate Student Response to CSQ 3
In comparing graduate to undergraduate responses, there were several noteworthy
differences in the category of reading; Table 15.1 shows the overall comparison. In
comparing means, both graduates and undergraduates ranked the requirement to read
textbooks and the Internet as one and three respectively. However, graduates ranked
academic journals as the second most frequently required sub-skill whereas undergraduates
ranked handouts. For the majority ofgraduates, reading academic journals was required very
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often (78% choose levels 3 or 4) whereas undergraduate response was fairly evenly
distributed among the four levels. This is probably indicative ofgreater specialization by
graduate students. For the remainder of sub-skills, graduate and undergraduate response was
similar.
Table 15.1. Comparison of Graduate and Undei^raduate Student Response to CSQ 3 Reading
Graduate N=25 Undergraduate N=12
SUB-SKILL 0 1 2 3 4 Mean SD D 1 2 3 4 Mean SD
TEXT BOOK 0 0% 1 4% 0 0% 5 20% 19 76% 3.68 0.6C 0 0% 1 9% 0 0% 2 18% 8 73% 3.55 D.93
ACAD JOURNAL 1 4% 0 0% 2 8% 7 28% 15 B0% 3.40 0.96 2 18% 1 9% 3 27% 3 27% 2 18% 2.18 1.40
NP/MAGAZINE 3 12% 4 16% 9 36% 6 24% 3 12% 2.08 I.IS D 0% 2 18%4 36% 5 45% 0 0% 2.27 0.79
OH/BOARD 4 16% 2 8% 2 8% 8 32% 9 36% 2.64 1.47 2 18% 1 9% 2 18% 3 27% 3 27% 2.36 1.50
HANDOUTS 5 20% 0 0% 3 12% 8 32% 9 36% 2.64 1.5C 2 18% 0 0% 1 9% 2 18% 6 55% 2.91 1.58
INTERNET 3 12% 0 0% 3 12% 10 40% 9 36% 2.88 1.27 2 18% 0 0% 1 9% 4 36% 4 36% 2.73 1.49
E-MAIL 3 12% 0 0% 6 24% 9 36% 7 28% 2.68 1.2£ 2 18% 0 0% 1 9% 6 55% 2 18% 2.55 1.57
In the table, 0= never, l=seldom, 2=sometimes, 3=often, 4=very often.
In the category ofwriting there were three major differences though they were not
surprising. Table 15.2 shows the overall comparison. Graduate students were required to
write research papers much more often than undergraduate students (76% choose levels 3 or
4 compared to 27% ofundergraduates). Most graduate students were required to write a
thesis/doctoral paper (64% in levels 3 or 4) while all undergraduates indicated a requirement
of seldom or never. Regarding book/journal articles, a majority ofgraduate students
indicated they were required to write these often compared to undergraduate students whose
responses were fairly evenly distributed among the four frequency levels. I find this
surprising as I would not have expected undergraduates to be required to write book/journal
articlesat all. This leadsme to believethe undergraduates mighthavemistakenthis activity
for having to write a report on a bookor journal article versusactuallywriting an article.
Bothgraduate and undergraduate response wasmixed for compositions, lab reports,
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summaries, andproposals. This variation in frequency levels is probably reflective of
student status (undergraduate or graduate) and/or student discipline.
Table 15.2. Comparison ofGraduate and Undergraduate Student Response to CSQ 3Writing
luate N=12
SUB-SKILL s 1 2 3 Mean SD 0 1 2 3 4 Mean SD
NOTE TAKING 1 4% 0 0% 4 16% 7 28% 13 52% 3.24 1.01 1 9% 1 9% 1_ 9% 2 18% 6 55% 3.00 1.41
ESSAY TESTS 5 20% 3 12% 3 12% 9 36% _5 20% 2.24 1.45 1 9% 2 18% 3 27% 4 36% 1 9% 2.18 1.17
COMPOSITIONS B 24% 6 24% 4 16% 5 20% _4 16% 1.80 1.44 1 9% 3 27% 3 27% 0 0% 4 36% 2.27 1.49
RESEARCH PAP 2 8% 0 0% 4 16% 7 28% 12 48% 3.08 1.1£ a 18% 3 27% 3 27% 1 9% 2 18% 1.82 1.40
LAB REPORTS 6 24% 5 20% 4 16% 8 32% _2 8% 1.80 1.3E s 45% 2 18% 1 9% 1 9% 2 18% 1.36 1.63
LETTERS 6 24% 7 28% 3 12% 5 20% _3 12% 1.67 1.4C 4 36% 4 36% 2 18% 1 9% 0 0%' 1.001.00
SUMMARIES 4 16% 3 12% 6 24% 7 28% _5 20% 2.24 1.3E 1 9% 3 27% 4 36% 2 18% 1 9% 1.91 1.14
PROPOSALS 4 16% 4 16% 5 20% 5 20% 7 28% 2.28 1.46 5 45% 2 18% 0 0% 3 27% 1 9% 1.36 1.57
THESIS/DOC 2 8% 16%' 2 8%! 5 20% 11 44% 2.79I 1.41 5 45% 5 45% 0 0% g 0% g 0% 0.50 1.53
BOOK/JL ART 2 8% 3 12% 3 12%'8 32% 36% 2.76' 1.3C 2 18% 4 36% 2 18% 3 27% g 0% 1.55 1.13
E-MAIL 4 16% 0 0% 8 32% 8 32% _5 20% 2.40 1.29 2 18% 1 9% 3 27% 2 18% 3 27% 2.27 1.49
In the table, 0= never, l=seldom, 2=sometimes, 3=often, 4=verv oftea.
Table 15.3 shows the overall comparisonwith regard to the frequency level for sub-
skills in listening. Comparison ofmeans show both graduates and undergraduates ranked
lectures, class discussion, and discussion outside class as required most frequently.
Graduates indicated they were required to listen to lectures more often than did
undergraduates with 100% ofthem choosing levels 3 or 4 compared to 73% of
undergraduates. A majority of undergraduate students indicated they were required to listen
to videos often (56% choose levels 3 or 4) while graduate student response was evenly
distributed among the frequency levels.
Table 15.3. Comparison ofGraduate and Undergraduate Student Response to CSQ 3 Listening
Graduate N=25 Undergraduate N=12
SUB-SKILL 0 1 2 3 4 Mean SD 0 1 2 3 4 Mean SD
LECTURES 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 5 20% 20 80% 3.80 0.41 1 9% 0 0% 2 18% 2 18% 6 55% 3.09 D.3C
DISCUSSION (CD 2 8% 1 4% 3 12% 5 20% 14 56% 3.12 1.27 1 9% 0 0% 1 9% 5 45% 4 36% 3.001.18
VIDEO (CD 8 32% 3 12% 5 20% 4 16% 5 20% 1.80 1.5£ 1 9% 0 0% 4 36% 6 55% 0 0% 2.36p.92
DISCUSSION (OUT) 2 8% 1 4% 8 32% 9 36% 5 20% 2.56 1.12 0 0% 1 9% 5 45% 3 27% 2 18% 2.55b.93
In the table, 0= never, l=seldom, 2=sometimes, 3=K)flen, 4=veTyoften.
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With regard to speaking, there was only one slight difference in graduate and
undergraduate student response (see Table 15.4). Graduate students indicated they were
more often required to answer questions in class than did undergraduate students with 80%
choosing levels 3 or 4 compared to 54% ofundergraduates. This could be indicative of
smaller graduate classes—students in smaller classes are more likely to be called upon.
Table 15.4. Comparison ofGraduate and Undergraduate Student Response to CSQ 3 Speaking
Graduate N=25 Undereraduate N=12
SUB-SKILL 0 1 2 3 4 Mean SD 0 1 2 3 4 Mean SD
ASK QS LECTURE 0 0% 1 4% 3 12% 10 40% 11 44% 3.24 0.85 0 0% 1 9% 1 9% 6 55% 3 27% 3.00 D.89
DISCUSSION (CD 0 0% 1 4% 4 16% 12 48% 8 32% 3.08 0.81 0 0% 0 0% 1 9% 6 55% 4 36% 3.27 D.65
DISCUSSION (OUT) 0 0% 2 8% 6 24% 12 48% 5 20% 2.80 0.87 0 0% 1 9% 3 27% 4 36% 3 27% 2.82 D.98
ANS QS IN CL 0 0% 1 4% 4 16% 13 52% 7 28% 3.04 0.7£ D0% 2 18% 3 27% 4 36% 2 18% 2.55 1.04
PRESENTATION 1 4% 1 4% 8 32% 6 24% 9 36% 2.84 1.11 D0% 2 18% 2 18% 4 36% 3 27% 2.73 1.10
In the table, 0= never, 1=seldom, 2=sometimes, 3=often, 4=very often.
CSQ 3 - The Instructors' Responses
With regard to required activities in the category of reading, instructors required
reading of textbooks most often closely followed by reading ofoverhead/board, handouts and
academic journals. As can be seen by the high SD scores (see Table 16.1), instructor
response was mixed for Internet and email though a majority still chose level 3 or 4.
Table 16.1. Instructor Response to CSQ 3 - Reading
SUB-SKILLS 0 1 2 3 4 Mean SD
TEXT BOOK 1 7% 1 7% 0 0% 4 27% 9 60% 3.27 1.22
ACAD JOURNAL 1 7% 1 7% 2 13% 5 33% 6 40% 2.93 1.22
NP/MAGAZINE 3 20% 4 27% 4 27% 2 13% 2 13% 1.73 1.33
OH/BOARD 1 7% 1 7% 1 7% 4 27% 8 53% 3.13 1.25
HANDOUTS 1 7% 0 0% 3 20% 5 33% 6 40% 3.00 1.13
INTERNET 1 7% 1 7% 4 27% 3 20% 6 40% 2.80 1.26
E-MAIL 1 7% 2 13% 4 27% 3 20% 5 33% 2.60 1.30
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As can be see n in Table 16.2,with regard to writing, there was more variation among
instructorresponses probably due to varyingdiscipline requirements. The sub-skills most
frequently requiredwere writing of notes, research papers, and essay tests with 86%, 67%
and66% of the instructors respectively choosing levels 3 or 4. Responses were fairly
polarized for required writing of thesis/doctoral papers and book/journal articles withmost
instructors choosing frequency levelvery oftenor never. Instructorresponsefor requirement
to write compositions and email was fairly evenly distributed among all five frequency
levels. Responses were evenly distributed amongoften, sometimes, seldom, and never for
lab reports, proposals and letters (emphasis seldom or never). Finally, a majority of
instructors required writing summaries sometimes, seldom or never.
SUB-SKILLS 0 1 2 3 4 Mean SD
NOTE TAKING 0 0% 0 0% 2 13% 5 33% 8 53% 3.40 0.74
ESSAY TESTS 2 13% 3 20% 0 0% 5 33% 5 33% 2.53 1.51
COMPOSITIONS 3 20% 4 27% 2 13% 2 13% 4 27% 2.00 1.56
RESEARCH PAP 2 13% 1 7% 2 13% 6 40% 4 27% 2.60 1.35
LAB REPORTS 4 27% 3 20% 2 13% 5 33% 1 7% 1.73 1.39
LhlIhKS 5 33% 5 33% 1 7% 3 20% 1 7% 1.33 1.35
SUMMARIES 3 20% 4 27% 5 33% 2 13% 1 7% 1.60 1.18
PROPOSALS 5 33% 2 13% 3 20% 4 27% 1 7% 1.60 1.40
THESIS/DOC 5 33% 2 13% 0 0% 2 13% 6 40% 2.13 1.85
BOOK/JL ART 4 27% 2 13% 2 13% 2 13% 5 33% 2.13 1.68
E-MAIL 3 20% 0 0% 3 20% 6 33% 4 27% 2.47 1.46
In the table, 0= never, l=seldom, 2=£ometimes, 3=oflen, 4=very often. N=15.
As can be seen in Table 16.3, with regard to academic activities in the category of
listening, instructors required students to listen to lectures very often (73% chose level 4)
followed closely by instructor expectation ofparticipation in class discussion (80% chose
levels 3 or 4) and discussionoutside class (74%chose levels 3 or 4). Instructorresponsewas
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mixed with regard to the required frequency of listening to videos, which is probably
reflective of those instructors who use videos in class.
Table 16.3. Instructor Response to CSQ 3 - Listening
SUB-SKILLS 0 1 2 3 4 Mean SD
LECTURES 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 4 27% 11 73% 3.73 0.46
DISCUSSION (CD 0 0% 0 0% 3 20% 5 33% 7 47% 3.27 0.80
VIDEO fCL) 2 13% 4 27% 3 20% 5 33% 1 7% 1.93 1.22
DISCUSSION (OUT) 0 0% 0 0% 4 27% 7 47% 4 27% 3.00 0.76
In the table, 0= never, l=seldoni, 2=sometinies, 3=often, 4=very often. N=15.
With regard to academic activities in the category of speaking, surprisingly, the sub-
skill given the highest frequency level was the requirement to participate in discussions
outside of class (80% chose levels 3 or 4, see Table 16.4). Next in order of frequency was
the requirement to participate in class discussions and answering questions in class.
Instructor response regarding requirement of students to ask questions in class and give oral
presentations was distributed among levels 2, 3, and 4 indicating varying requirements for
these sub-skills (note the high SD scores).
SUB-SKILLS 0 1 2 3 4 Mean SD
ASK QS LECTURE 1 7% 1 7% 3 20% 6 40% 4 27% 2.73 1.16
DISCUSSION (CD 0 0% 1 7% 2 13% 8 53% 4 27% 3.00 0.85
DISCUSSION (OUT) 0 0% 0 0% 3 20% 6 40% 6 40% 3.20 0.77
ANS QS IN CL 0 0% 0 0% 5 33% 5 33% 5 33% 3.00 0.85
PRESENTATION 1 7% 0 0% 6 40% 4 27% 4 27% 2.67 1.11
In the table, 0= never, l=seldom, 2=sometimes, 3=often, 4=very often, N=15,
Comparison of Student and Instructor Response to CSQ 3
There were notable differences among instructor and student responses regarding
frequency levels in the categories ofreading, writing, listening, and speaking. Table 17.1
shows the overall comparisonin the categoryof reading. Comparison of means showboth
instructors and students ranked reading of textbooks as themost frequent requirement.
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However, instructors ranked reading ofoverhead/board and handouts 2^^*^ and 3'^ ^ whereas
students chose reading of academicjournals and the Internet. Eightypercent of instructors
chose levels3 or 4 regardingthe requirement to read overheads/board comparedto 64%of
students indicating instructors felt strongly that students were requiredfrequently to read
what instructorswrote. As with level of import, students ranked the frequency level higher
for Internet and email than did instructors with 75% and 67% respectively choosing levels 3
or 4 compared to 60% and 53% of instructors.
Table 17.1. Comparison of Student and Instructor Response to CSQ 3 - Reading
Student N=37 Instructor N=15
SUB-SKILLS 0 1 2 3 4 Mean SD D 1 2 sl |4 Mean SD
TEXT BOOK 0 0% 2 6% 0 D% 7 19% 27 75% 3.64 0.76 1 7% 1 7%D 0%4p7%p30% 3.271.22
ACAD JOURNAL 3 8% 1 3% 5 14% 10 28% 17 47% 3.03 1.23 1 7% 1 7% 2 13%5p3%B40% 2.93 1.22
NP/MAGAZINE 3 8% 6 17% 13 36% 11 31% 3 8% 2.14 1.07 3 20% 4 27%4 27% ai3%213% 1.731.33
OH/BOARD 6 17% 3 8% 4 11% 11 31% 12 33% 2.56 1.46 1 7% 1 7%1 7% 427%®53% 3.131.25
HANDOUTS 7 19% 0 0% 4 11% 10 28% 15 42% 2.72 1.5C 1 7% 3 0% 3 20%5p3%B40% 3.001.13
INTERNET 5 14% 0 0% 4 11% 14 39% 13 36% 2.83 1.32 1 7% 1 7% 4 27%3p0%p 40% 2.801.26
E-MAIL 5 14% 0 0% 7 19% 15 42% 9 25% 2.64 1.27 1 7% 2 13%4 27%3|20%|5 33% 2.601.30
In the table. 0=»never. l=seldom. 2=sometimes. 3=often. 4=verv often.
Table 17.2 shows the overall comparison in the category ofwriting. Comparison of
means show both instructors and students ranked note taking and writing of research papers
as the and 2"^^ most frequently required sub-skills; however, instructors ranked the
requirement towrite essay tests 3^^^ whereas students ranked book/journal articles as 3''*. The
most significant difference was the requirement to write book/joumal articles. Graduate
students indicated often (68% chose levels 3 or 4) while instructor response was mixed (note
the high SD score). Note also the high SD scores indicating response variation in instructor
responses regarding the frequency for writing essay tests, compositions, lab reports,
proposals, thesis/doctoral papers, and email. Just as with level of importance, this variation
could be indicative ofdiscipline-specific requirements.
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Table 17.2. ComparisoD ofStudent and Instructor Response to CSQ 3 - Writing
Student N=37 Instructor N==15
SUB-SKILLS 0 1 2 3 4 Mean SD 0 1 2 3 4 Mean SD
NOTE TAKING 2 6% 1 3% 5 14% g 25% ig 53% 3.17 1.13 0 0% • 0% 2 13%5 33% B53% 3.4C D.74
ESSAY TESTS 6 17% 5 14% 6 17% 13 36% 6 17% 2.22 1.35 2 13%3 20% 0 0% 5 33% 5 33% 2.53 1.51
COMPOSITIONS 7 19% g 25% 7 19% 5 14% 8 22% 1.94 1.45 3 20% 4 27% 2 13% 2 13% 4 27% 2.001.56
RESEARCH PAP 4 11% 3 8% 7 19% 8 22% 14 39% 2.69 1.37 2 13%1 7% 2 13%5 40% 4 27% 2.601.35
LAB REPORTS 11 31% 7 19% 5 14% g 25% 4 11% 1.67 1.43 4 27% 3 20% 2 13%5 33% 1 7% 1.731.39
LETTERS 10 28% 11 31% 5 14% 6 17% 3 8% 1.46 1.31 5 33% 5 33%1 7% 3 20% 1 7% 1.331.35
SUMMARIES 5 14% 6 17% 10 28% g 25% 6 17% 2.14 1.29 3 20% 4 27% 5 33% 2 13% 1 7% 1.601.18
PROPOSALS 9 25% 6 17% 5 14% 8 22% 8 22% 2.00 1.53 5 33% 2 13% 3 20% 4 27% 1 7% 1.601.40
THESIS/DOC 7 19% 9 25% 2 6% 5 14% 11 31% 2.12 1.61 5 33% 2 13% D 0% 2 13% 3 40% 2.131.85
BOOK/JL ART 4 11% 7 19% 5 14% 11 31% 9 25% 2.3g 1.36 4 27% 2 13% 2 13% 2 13% 5 33% 2.13 1.68
E-MAIL 6 17% 1 3% 11 31% 10 28% 8 22% 2.36 1.33 3 20% 0 0% 3 20% 5 33% 4 27% 2.47 1.46
In the table, 0= never, l=seldom, 2=sometimes, 3=often, 4=very often.
In the category of listening, both instructors and students ranked the sub-skills in the
same order offrequency: lectures, class discussion, discussions outside of class, and class
videos (see Table 17.3). Again, surprisingly, instructors expected discussion outside class
more often than students with 74% of instructors choosing level 3 or 4 compared to 52% of
students. Just as with level of importance for discussion outside ofclass (very important),
instructors may expect students to engage in study groups often.
Table 17.3. Comparison ofStudent and Instructor Response to CSQ 3 - Listening
Student N=37 Instructor N=15
SUB-SKILLS 0 1 2 3 4 Mean SD o| 111 2 3 4 Mean SD
LECTURES 1 3% 0 0% 2 6% 7 19%26 72% 3.58 0.8<1 a o%y 0% 0 0%4 27%11 73% 3.73 0.46
DISCUSSION (CD 3 8%1 3% 4 11%10 28% 18 50% 3.08 1.23 n o%p 0% 3 20%5 33% 7 470/ 3.27 0.80
VIDEO (CD 9 25% 3 8% 9 25% 10 28% 5 14% 1.97 1.40 ai3%U27% 3 20% 5 33% 1 7% 1.931.22
DISCUSSION (OUT) 2 6% 2 8% 13 36%12 33% 7 19% 2.56 1.0S o| o%|o| 0% 4 27% 7 47% 4 27% 3.00 0.76
In the table, 0=never, l=seldom,2=sometimes, 3=often, 4=veryoften
Comparison ofresponses for the activities in the areaofspeakingyieldedthe most
differences, andTable 17.4 shows theoverall comparison. Means comparison shows, both
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instructors and students ranked class discussion as the 2"^^ most frequently required sub-skill
and presentations in lastplace(though still important with 51% of students and 54% of
instructors ranking it in level 3 or 4). Instructors ranked discussion outsideof class as the
most frequently required sub-skill while students choseasking questions. Students felt they
were required to ask questions in class more often than indicated by instructors with 83%
choosing level 3 or 4 comparedto 67%of instructors. Instructors expected students to
engagein discussionoutside of classmoreoften than did studentswith 80%choosing level 3
or 4 compared to 60%of students. Finally, instructor response for answering questions in
class was evenly distributed between levels 2, 3, and 4 (very often, often, and sometimes)
with 33% for each while students indicated they were required to answer questions often with
72% choosing frequency level 3 or 4.
Table 17.4. Comparison of Student and Instructor Response to CSQ 3 - Speaking
Student N=37 Instructor N=15
SUB-SKILLS 0 1 2 3 4 Mean SD 0 1 d Is 4 Mean SD
ASK QS LECTURE 0 0% 2 6% 4 11% 16 44% 14 39% 3.17 0.85 1 7% 1 7%3p0%p40% 4 27% 2.73 1.16
DISCUSSION (CD 0 0% 1 3% 5 14% 18 50% 12 33% 3.14 0.76 0 D% 1 7%2|i3%|b53% 4 27% 3.00 0.85
DISCUSSION (OUT) 0 0% 3 8% 9 25% 16 44% 8 22% 2.81 0.89 0 D% 3 D%3p0%p40% : 40% 3.20I0.77
ANS QS IN CL 0 0% 3 8% 7 19% 17 47% 9 25% 2.89 0.89 0 D% 3 D%533%p33% 5 33% 3.00 D.85
PRESENTATION 1 3% 3 8% 10 28% 1028% 12 33% 2.81 1.09 1 7% 3 0%5140%|427% 4 27% 2.67 1.11
In the table, 0= never, l=seldom, 2=sometimes, 3=often, 4=very often.
CSQ 4 - Frequency and Importance ofUsing English in Certain Situations/Activities
Table 18 lists activities in CSQ 4. In general, most students indicated they used
English in the listed situations/activities often and that use was important. The exception for
both frequency and import was that though many students indicated they never used English
in child school situations and child activities, a majority indicated use ofEnglish in these
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areas was absolutely important. This difference is probably reflective ofthose students who
have children.
Table 18. Activities In Which English is Used
While Shopping Academic Activities (in class)
When Banking/For Insurance Academic Activities (outside class)
When Paying Rent/Utilities In Your Job Setting
For Auto Repair On the Telephone
In Children's School For Public Transportation
During Children's Activities At Restaurants/Clubs
At the Post Office Going to the Doctor/Dentist
In comparing graduate to undergraduate student responses, most were similar with
regard to frequency and importance ofusing English in the listed situations/activities. There
were;however, some noteworthy differences. Eighty-three percent ofundergraduate
students indicated they usedEnglish often in shopping compared to 48% graduate students.
Perhapsthey have more time to shop. Seventy-five percent of undergraduate students
indicatedthey usedEnglish often in auto repair situations compared to 44% of graduate
students, and they also felt use ofEnglish was more important in auto repair situations than
did graduate students. Graduate students weremixed in their responseto use of English in
situations involving public transportation while a majority of undergraduate students
indicated they usedEnglish often. This could be indicative that more graduate students have
then: own vehicles and do not; therefore, use public transportation as much or possibly they
are more familiar to public transportation while undergraduates are less experienced and
therefore have to ask more questions or directions. More graduate students indicated the use
ofEnglish in the job setting was more important than did undergraduate students (64% chose
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level 4 compared to 42%) perhaps indicative of the greater number ofgraduate students with
assistantships.
Student Comment Questions 1-3
There were four comment questions, and the first three lent themselves to similar
answers by students (see Appendix A, Comment Questions pg. 122), or at least, students did
answer them similarly; thus I will give a consolidated report of results categorizing them by
reading, writing, listening, speaking, comprehension and other.
The greatest need in the area of reading is simply that reading be given more
emphasis and that there be a greater variety of reading materials in the English curriculum.
Specifically, students felt reading activities should focus on reading for comprehension. In
addition, several students felt it important to be able to read faster.
In the area ofwriting, again, several students felt there should be more emphasis with
greater variety. Specifically, students felt writing essays, research papers, and technical
papers were important. Note that in the EBQs, students indicated they had been exposed to
these seldom or never prior to university and that in CSQ 3 and 4 these were important and
required often. Several students felt that writing "everyday" English was important, and
several mentioned more activities were needed to improve spelling and grammar skills.
As with reading and writing, more emphasis needed to be placed on the area of
listeningwith a greater variety of listening activities. Students suggested that some activities
could include listening to movies and TV talk shows. In addition, several students mentioned
theywould benefit fi*om activities focusing ontheAmerican accent rather thantheEnglish
one.
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The greatest needin regard to speaking was that students begiven activities focusing
onconversation. Ninety percent of thestudents mentioned this. In addition, many suggested
thatpractice in oralpresentation was important. Many advised theywould likeactivities to
improve theirpronunciation specifically focusing again on theAmerican accent rather than
the British one.
As for improvingcomprehension, students felt it importantto focus on activities to
buildvocabulary. One student commented, "The morewords I know, the moreEnglishI can
comprehend." Related to this comment, several students mentioned they would like to know
more American (or English) idioms or slang.
Finally, there were several comments that did not fit in the above categories that are
worth mentioning. Several students mentioned that English should be taught by native
speakers ofEnglish and that Arabic should not be spoken in class. This tends to suggest that
many students had faced situations in which this was not the case and had, in their opinion,
suffered for it. Several researchers whose work is reviewed in Chapter Two agree with this
sentiment, notably Kharma and Hajjaj (1989) and the Meinhoffs (1976). Interestingly,
several students mentioned that English teachers should leam about the culture of those
students they were teaching to better understand the students, a practice strongly endorsed by
the professional community. In addition, accordmg to student respondents, they (the
teachers) should teach American culture to those students planning on attending American
universities. This sentiment is strongly urged by several researchers in Chapter 2. Along the
same lines, a couple of the students commented that they would have benefited fi-om having a
course in which "coping skills" were emphasized for student who come to the US to study,
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and a few students suggested developing an English course that focused on academic skills
needed by students attending US university.
Student Comment Question 4
Question 4 asked how students planned to use English in the ftiture. I was curious to
see if there were connections between their perceived needs regarding English and their
future plans. Student responses fell into one or more of four somewhat distinct categories.
In general, most students indicated they would need English for various types of
future reading and writing in everyday life. Several mentioned use ofEnglish to read
newspapers and watch news programs, TV, and movies. Several indicated they would use
English in daily life, for example, in traveling, going to the hospital, or going shopping.
Some indicated they would use English for communication, in particular, with English
speakers. Finally, several indicated they would use it in research for future academic and
employment demands.
Getting into more detailed answers,most students indicated they planned to use
English in the work or job setting. Several indicated they planned to teach and thus lecture in
English-speaking countries or universities in whichEnglishwas the languageused. Several
said they planned to work in English-speaking countries. One indicatedfuture use ofEnglish
in dealing withcustomers, another when giving presentations, and another for attending
conferences ormeetings required by their employer. Finally, one indicated theyplanned to
write for an English language newspaper.
In additionto use ofEnglish in futurejob/work settings, several students indicated
they would use English in fiiture academic pursuits. Inparticular, two planned to use English
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for research papers and two others in publishing papers in their field of study. On indicated
they would use it in pursuit of a Ph. D.
Other reasons given for using English in the future did not fit into a particular
category but are interesting. One student wrote: "Everywhere as English is the universal
language!" while another wrote: "Only when I have to." One student indicated they would
use it when traveling abroad while another said they would use it to help their children with
schoolwork. Finally, a student wrote that they would like to eventually dream in English.
The reasons for future use ofEnglish are many and varied. Several relate to needs
students have when coming to the US to study and therefore lend themselves to
pedegological implications. This will be further explored in the next chapter.
Instructor Questionnaire Comment Questions
Most of the responses to the initial general opinion questionnaire are covered in CSQs
2 and 3, so I will only discuss those responses to question 6 in the initial general
questionnaire that is, "How important are the following skills and which do you think your
Arabic-speaking students struggle with the most?" The skills are listed in Table 19.
Table 19. Skills of Import and Those Causing Struggle
- grammar and sentence construction - punctuation and spelling
- thinking in English -vocabulary
- developing a point of view - developing support for a point of view
- determining causes to a problem - inferring information from sources
- breakingreading into parts - synthesizing reading
- determining the relationship between ideas - drawing conclusions
- reading analytically - finding main ideas
Actually, I should have made this into to two separate questions as some instructors
did not distinguish their answer as eitheran important skillor a skill causing struggle or both.
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Therefore, it is difficult to interpret their responses. However, four instructors did
distinguish, so I will report on their responses.
All four of the professors listedas important determining relationships between ideas,
reading analytically, and drawing conclusions. Three listed developing support for a point of
view and synthesizing reading. Two listed determining causes to aproblem. Also listed as
important wasdeveloping a point of view, thinking inEnglish, finding main ideas, and
grammar and sentence construction.
As for those skills with which Arabic-speaking students struggled the most, those
were grammar and sentence construction, thinking in English, determining relationships
between ideas, readinganalytically, punctuation and spelling, inferring information fiom
sources, synthesizing reading, drawingconclusions, and finding main ideas. Note that many
ofthese problem areas relate to comprehension and analysis. As indicated later in the
chapter, this trackswith results from instructorinterviews and literaturerelating to Arabic-
speaking students.
Student Interview Results
As mentioned earlier, in addition to obtaining results from student questionnaires, I
interviewed 21 students who had attended elementary and high school in various Arabic-
speaking countries (see Table 6). Essentially I asked students questions having to do with
two broad areas. First I asked them details as to their previous English language training and
exposure both in elementary and high school. Next, I asked them what they perceived were
the greatest English language needs ofArabic-speaking students coming to the US for
university. Needless to say I got responses all over the board in regard to these broad areas.
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So I will attempt to synthesize responses into some meaningful conclusions starting in
general then moving to specific.
With regard to previous English study, withtheexception of those who attended
private English schools (four students), study ofEnglish began anywhere from grade one
(two students inEgypt) to grade seven (three students inSaudi Arabia) with most students
beginning English study in grade four or five. Duration ofEnglish classes was anywhere
from 45 minutes three days a week to one hour six days a week.
Moststudents had considerable exposure to English outside of class. Thisconsisted
of road signs, billboards, storefi-onts, and advertisements thatwere inEnglish (though also
usually in Arabic) as well as productlabels (some uiArabic). Some students watched
English or American TVormovies, butmosthadArabic sub-titles. Some also listened to
musicwith English lyrics. Althoughtheywere exposedto English,most had or took little
opportunity to practiceoutsideof class. All but one student spoke Arabic in the home (one
spokeEnglishfluently as her motherwas English) andwith fi*iends. Most did not have
English-speaking friends except for those who attended privateEnglish schools. With the
exception of one student, students who attended Arab schools did not attendanyadditional
English courses or tutoring outside class. The one student, a journalism major from Egypt,
who did attend private lessons outside class did so initially at her parents' insistence but later
because she became interested in becoming fluent in English. Consequently, her spoken
English was fluent, and she had received top grades in her ISU English courses.
Not surprising, English study in the first 6 years of school focused on learning the
basics such as reading and writing beginning with the alphabet then working up to words,
sentences, paragraphs, etc. Very little if any focus was on listening or speaking though some
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students did remember readingout loudor repeatingwhatwas said by a teacher. In most
cases, the teacherwas not a nativeEnglishspeaker. Proceeding into last six years of school,
in general, the main focuswas on teamingand memorizing grammarrules, reading short
passages from anEnglish textbook or short stories, writing answers to questions about the
reading (i.e. fill in the blank or writingwhole sentences) and buildingvocabulary.
Approximately half of the students hadnative English speakers as teachers. In addition,
students mentioned some specific activities in each ofthe four language categories of
reading, writing, listening, and speaking.
Moving into specifics, with regard to reading, in addition to reading fi*om textbooks,
some studentsread English literature andpoetry, and twomentioned they had been assigned
novels. None mentioned reading magazmes or newspapers, which actually conflict with
student questionnaire results (EBQ 4 - Methods, Materials and Assignments pg. 39), which
indicate students were exposed to academic journals, newspapers, and magazines though to a
limited extent.
With regard to writing, some students had to write short essays about their reading
assignments, some wrote short compositions, usually on a subject chosen by the teacher
though a couple ofthe students said they were permitted to chose their own topics. Several
students mentioned they were taught to write letters both personal and business. Three
students said they had been assigned research papers in high school on a topic chosen by the
teacher. This exposure essentially tracks with what students indicated in the questionnaire
except that undergraduates indicated they were also exposed to joumal writing.
As for listening activities, most were limited to listening to the teacher's lecture or the
question asked by the teacher of students. A few of the students mentioned they had listened
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to audiotapes mostly for thepurpose of learning correct pronunciation rather than for
comprehension. Two students mentioned they had viewed videotapes; one stated they
contained Arabic sub-titles. This tracks with responses in the student questionnaires.
Speaking seemed to bethe least emphasized area, and most activities involved the
students either repeating phrases or sentences after the teacher ormemorizing short pieces to
recite in fiont of the class. One Kuwaiti student mentioned they had sung songs in English in
grade seven. Several of the students responded to questions by the teacher having to do with
assigned reading. Thiswas usually shortoneor fewword responses, but a fewteachers
actually made the students answer in complete sentences. Some students readpassages out
loud from textbooks or engaged in scripted dialog, again, usually from a textbook. Two
students mentioned theyhad as a class discussed their reading assignments as a result of the
teacher askingopen-ended questions requiring longer answers andprompting a number of
students to answer. Two undergraduate studentsmentioned they had given oral
presentations; one said it had been memorized. Only one student, an undergraduate
Jordanian who had studied in Kuwait, advised that he had participated in English
conversation activities in class where the teacher placed students into pairs or small groups to
discuss various topics. These findings essentially track with responses given regarding
speakingin the student questionnaire exceptthat undergraduate response in the questionnaire
seemed to indicate conversation was emphasized more so than indicated by interviewee
responses.
With regard to English language needs students have prior to beginning university in
the US, again, I will break responses down by reading, writing, listening, speaking, and add
the area of "other." Essentially, student comments focused on activities and teaching styles
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that they: 1)had not experienced in theirprevious English study but had faced upon
beginning university intheUS, or2) they had experience and felt they had benefited from.
In the category of reading, the most common answerwas that students believed the
English language textbook should beaugmented with other reading material, particularly
newspapers, English language magazines orjoumals. Acouple of students mentioned that it
was important to haveEnglish language textbooks that contained interesting anduseful
information, and one student mentioned that it was important to be exposed to academic
readmg material suchas from textbooks all entering freshmen mightbe required to read.
In the category of writing, several students felt theywouldhavebenefited from
havingbeen assigned researchpapers since theyhad faced them upon enteringuniversity in
the U.S. A couple ofstudents thoughtwritingtechnical reportsor personal expositions
wouldbe helpfiil before beginninguniversity. Onestudentmentionedhewould have greatly
benefited from actually writing something rather than just filling in the blanks in his English
textbooks.
A couple ofcomments fit both in reading and writing, and they were: 1) having more
practice and activities to teach spelling and better penmanship, and 2) having practice in
American versus British spelling ofwords.
In the category of listening, the most common answer was simply that more emphasis
be placed on listening as many students reported that little or none had been placed on this
area during their English study. Two students said they thought watching/listening to videos
and movies would be helpful for students because they would get to hear different accents
and voices instead ofjust those of their classmates and teachers who sometimes were not
native English speakers.
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Like listening, several students said that more emphasis should beplaced onspeaking
activities and practice. The most common answer given byover halfofthe students was that
they begiven more practice in casual conversation so they could communicate well with
teachers, fellow students, and in everyday lifewhen comingto the US. Almost as many
students felt theywould have benefited from having practiced oral presentations as theyhad
faced them upon entering university intheUS. Two students reported that students coming
to theUS should be givenmore instruction onproperpronunciation. Twocomments fit both
intothe areas of listening and speaking. Onewas listening andpracticing theAmerican
accent (again, as opposed to a British one). Finally, one student suggested thatrole-playing
would be a good way to practice both listenmg and speakmg.
Either fitting into all four areasabove or not fitting into them at all, severalcomments
of interest and use were made by the students. One third of the students reported it would be
of great help to learn and practiceAmerican idioms and slang. Two students said they,would
have benefited from learning American culture, and one said American history.
Interestingly, several authors (Al-Mutawa and Kailani; 1989, Brumfit, 1993; Blue, 1993; and
Straub, 1999)mention the merit of teaching culture to students who come to the US to study.
AI-Mutawa and Kailani (1989) state " Culture and form, therefore, complete and reinforce
each other to make language meaningful. In short, with linguistic and cultural
understanding, pupils can acquire communicative competence in English" (89). Two
students said it was key to work hard on building ones vocabulary as that would help in all
areas ofEnglish. Regarding English teachers, several students said they (teachers) should be
native English speakers so they would know when and how to correct improper
pronunciation. This was mentioned by several researchers in Chapter 2 and in student
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comment questions on the questionnaire. Two students said that they (teachers) should learn
the students' background and something about their culture prior to teaching in a foreign
country. Along the same lines, one student stated teachers should know Arab history so as
not to offend Arabs. Finally, two students said they would have benefited from pair or group
study as they had been faced with activities in which this teaching style was used since
beginning university in the US.
Instructor Interview Results
As mentioned earlier, in addition to obtaining results from instructor questionnaires, I
interviewed 21 instructors. Of the 15 content professors and 6 English instructors
interviewed, comments were many and varied and somewhat difficult to synthesis, but as
with the student interviews, I placed their comments into several categories. These are
reading, reading/comprehension, writing, listening, speaking, other, and teaching style/types
of classroom activities. I will discuss each category separately and point out any interesting
similarities or differences between content or English professors as I proceed.
Beginning with reading, several English and content professors/instructors suggested
that this was the students' weakest area - students seemed to be very slow at reading, which
was a detriment when assigned in-class reading for discussion and when reading overheads
or the board. Interesting to note that duringinterviews, instructors indicatedthat reading
quicklywas important; however, in their questionnaires (seeComparison ofStudentand
Instructor Responses to CSQ2, pg. 51) ranked reading quickly as onlysomewhat important.
Several English andcontent instructors also feltArabic-speaking students haddifficulty with
comprehension activities associated with reading. This included trouble withmaking
mferences, that is to say, they could answer questions that were explicitly implied, but they
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couldnot answerthose requiring inferences. In addition, students were not good at
analyzing; theycouldnot locate the main point of a passage andoftenread intopassages
what was not there or implied. Most of the Englishmstructors said their Arabic-speaking
students were veryjudgmental when reading and theyconstantly madevaluejudgments
when attempting to interpret reading. These types ofproblems maybe dueto thedifferences
inwriting stylebetween ArabicandEnglish as discussed byKharma andHajjaj (1989), Al-
Jubouri (1984) and Williams (1984) as well as possiblycultural/religious interference as
discussed byHaggan (1998), theMeinhoffs (1976), andMcKay (1992). TheMeinhoffs
(1976) state, "Whenstudents do poorly onexaminations which test reading comprehension,
manypeople assumethat what is needed ismorework on readingskills. However, what
GulfArab students generally need is work on how to reason" (36).
Regarding Arab students' writingcompetency, most of the 15 instructors queried
stated that their Arab students experienced great difficultywith grammar, spelling,
punctuation, mechanics, and organization. Several instructors gave examples of this.
However, three content professors stated their students were good at content in writing
assignments and that they graded more for content than for grammar. Two English
instructors opined these problems were due to English and Arabic being very dissimilar
languages. One content professor, himself a native-Arabic speaker, stated that Arabic tends
to be flowery and emotional, which does not transfer well into fact-based writing needed for
technical English. Al-Jubouri comments on this when he says, "The reason why much of
what Arab students write in English sounds subjective and impressionistic is due, we think,
to the fact that those students often confuse the objective, logical treatment ofa point and the
judgment of its value" (86). Interesting to note here that though professors/instructors felt
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their Arab students had great difficultywhen it came to grammar, a majority of the students
felt the use of correct grammar (and vocabulary) in writingwas absolutely necessary (see
CSQ 2 - Level of Importance for Sub-skills in Current Degree Program, pg 42).
Listening seemed to give Arab students the least problem, according to most
professors, or at least, there were the least amount of comments regardinglistening. An
accounting professor; however, disagreed with this and said Arab students he had in class
seemed to have the most problem with listening comprehension. He based this on answers
he received from them in writing or orally when asked questions about a lecture or video he
had shown in class. One professor, actually another Arabic-speaker I interviewed, opined
that Arab students had trouble with understanding the American accent as most he had come
in contact with had learned the British accent.
When it came to speaking, both English and content professors/instructors agreed that
Arab students had no fear, unlike their Asian students. Though they showed no hesitancy
when speaking, and though they could generally make themselves understood, their speech
was not grammatically correct, that is, did not follow standard rules ofgrammar. These two
observations are supported by the Meinhoffs (1976) as mentioned in Chapter Two who state,
"Many GulfArab students have a problem with determining the difference in English
between grammatically acceptable language variation and ungrammatical statements... [such
as]... 'He go to school.' This problem, of not being able to recognize the difference m
English between the colloquial and the ungrammatical, stems from the students' Arabic
language background" (18/19). OneEnglish mstructormentioned they had specific and
distinctpronunciation problems. A contentprofessorreportedthat the two Arabic-speaking
students in her class were better at giving oral presentations (ones they could practice) than
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with class discussion or conversation where they had to interact with fellow students. She
attributed this to thembothbeing"conservative," that is to say, themalewas from Saudi
Arabia (probably the most conservative Arab country) and the female, from Egypt, always
wore a head scarf, long skirt, and longsleeved shirt. Sheopined this conservativeness made
them uncomfortable in one-on-one interaction, a point also discussed by Haggan (1998,
Chapter Two). It also tracks withsome ofthemiscellaneous comments made in thenext
paragraph.
The first set of comments in the "other" category relate to Arab students' inability to
analyze text, and bothEnglish and content professors/instructors commented on this. Several
instructors stated that Arab students seem to have difficulty in conveying through writing and
speaking useful or pertinent information (themain point, supporting points,two sidesof an
issue, etc.) after reading a textbook, for example, or listening to a lecture. Several statedthey
have trouble seeing the big picture and instead focus on the minute. They also have trouble
seeing relationships between ideas, or they make false connections between them. Three
instructors stated their Arab students seem to prefer explicit conditions, that is, something
more prescribed or an outline or text with all of the answers in "black and white." The
instructors attributed this to difficulty with making inferences and accepting ambiguity. One
professor gave the example that if a sentence, written or spoken, began with, "suppose thus
and so..." his Arab students automatically assumed the statement to be false. Though
students were good at memorization, they also had difficulty extrapolating or stating things in
their own words.
According to several ofthe instructors queried, both content and English, a majority
of the Arab students they have come in contact with seem very rigid in their thinking. When
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being faced with a reading selection or when discussing a situation where there is more than
one point of view, several instructors stated that their Arab students usually always seem to
want to make one positive and the rest negative though they have trouble giving valid
arguments as to why they agree or disagree with differing points of view. Instead they rely
on how they feel about a situation and try to make emotional arguments some ofwhich seem
to lack logic. Several instructors mentioned their Arab students make value judgments early
in reading or discussion situations and seldom are willing to change their point ofview even
when it is proven wrong. Two professors opined as to why this was the case. An English
instructor stated that the rigidity in thinking could be due to a lower level ofmodemity in the
society in which the student was from (the more modem a society, the more open it is to
different points ofview). Another professor, himself ofArab background, opined it was due
to some students' strict religious and cultural beliefs, which do not allow them to be neutral
on any issue. This tendency of some Arab students to make judgments early and stick to one
point ofview only is discussed by Haggan (1998, see Chapter Two, pg. 24) who says that
when students face something contrary to their beliefs (i.e. other opinions or points ofview),
conflict occurs, which sometimes leads to emotional arguments. Haggan states, "What was
upsetting to the student [who had read Pride and Prejudice] was her exposure to values and
beliefs which are condemned by Islam" (88). According to Haggan, this is often detrimental
to the leaming process. These observations regarding rigidityare also discussed by the
Meinhoffs (1976, see Chapter Two, pgs. 22 & 23) who say that Arab students tend to do
poorly in courses thatrequire them to reason outor analyze problems on theirown. Joy
Constance (inMcKay1992,seeChapter Two,pg 23)too addresses the ideaof Arabstudents,
specifically Saudi students, having difficulty criticizing orprioritizing parts ofa text because
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of their supposition that text is fixed and all portions have equal importance. She and
Osterloh both contend this is due the Koran, in which all portions of text are supposedly
equally important, being in the back of students' mind when dealing with text. This possible
mindset of some Arab students makes it difficult for them to distinguish between what is
important and what is not in a text.
This alleged rigidity in thinking stemming from religious and cultural background,
according to various authors I have mentioned and professors I interviewed, seems to affect
other areas as well. Two professors, both female, stated they believed this rigidity negatively
affected male/female relationships in the classroom. The Meinhoffs state, .. [because of
tradition, Arab] students do not feel free to engage in open conversation with members of the
opposite sex..." (9). One business professor stated that as a woman, she felt she had to
"establish her credentials" with Arab male students as they on occasion challenged her
knowledge. An English professor mentioned she felt students' religious and cultural beliefs
prevented Arab male students from working with female students in a small group or
allowing females to take the floor during classroom discussions. A male accounting
professor stated his male Arab students seemed to like positions ofpower and tried often to
dominate discussion, especially in small groups. Several professors/instructors stated that
their Arabic students "talked over" (interrupted) other students, did not wait their turn at
speakingor often talked while lecturewas goingon. TheMemhoffs (1976) attributethis
tendency in part to Arab students' self-assuredness and say that Gulf Arabs "often have the
ability to dominate theconversation..(9). They also state this tendency as related to their
unrestricted behavioral freedom (within thespheres notdictated bytradition and religion)
especially regarding verbal expression. To fxirther explain this tendency, anEnglish
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professor who had experience teaching in the Middle East explained it relates to culture; he
said speaking while others are speaking is not considered inconsiderate or rude but instead
announces ones presence and allows one to float their ideas for reaction. Schiffrin (1994) too
agrees and states that overlaps in conversations are seen in Middle Eastern cultures as
showing interest and enthusiasm whereas long pauses would seem impolite and indicate
disinterest. This phenomenon ofcultural variation is also discussed in length by Tannen
(1990) who says that overlaps in conversation are not necessarily a sign of impoliteness at
all. Having lived in Kuwait now for several months I have experienced this phenomenon
first hand, and though it is maddening to some Westerners, it seems perfectly normal and
acceptable among most Arabs. In fact several Arabs with whom I have come in contact
expressed surprise when I told them that some Westerners considered this behavior rude.
Related to what several instructors saw as a tendency to try and dominate, several
stated that their Arab students would often argue or debate with them over grades they had
received, and they were very dogmatic and even sometimes emotional when arguing. They
seem to believe that grades should be based on level of effort versus result or performance.
Some ofthe most interesting comments on this was from a male, accounting professor who
stated it seemed his Arab students felt that suffering, that is, working hard on a project and
studyinghard, should lead to the prize (i.e. grade) they wanted. This same professor said it
seemed the students did not see fairness as a factor-either he, the professor, was a brother
(agreedwith them) or an enemy(did not give themwhat theywanted). Related to getting
whattheywant, oneprofessorstated that it washisArab students who complained themost
when theywerenot satisfied with their assigned projectpartneror group members andoften
demanded to begiven alternate classmates towork with. Usually this stemmed from having
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a disagreement, sometimes trivial, with a classmate. I too have seen this tendency to debate
when notgetting what one wants both with myArab students and Arabs with whom I have
worked inKuwait. Perhaps this relates to the common practice to bargain in theMiddle East
where inmany situations it is expected. Infact, many ofmy Arab friends have expressed
surprise thatsomany stores intheU.S. setprices or if they are setthat customers paytheset
price without bargaining. So again, inpartial defense ofthose Arab students who debate
grades, it may bethat they are notbeing disrespectful butare simply following thenorms of
theirculture. Then again, on theother hand, maybe they just donot liketo admit failure (do
any of us?). TheMeinhoffs state, "...they [GulfArabs] don't accept criticism well and don't
always acknowledge erroras such. Arabs tendnot to admitwhen they don't know
something" (9).
Some comments from instructors follow other important themes. Two English
instructors stated that Arab students tend to overestimate their abilities. This is supported by
Zughoul and Hussein (1986). Finally, oneEnglishprofessormentioned that Arab students,
likemanynon-Westem students, seemto have a closer than the American 12-18 inch
personal spaceperception. She suggested that this madeother students in the class, and even
the professor herself, uncomfortable at times
The last category I would like to discuss is the content professors' description of their
teaching style and types ofactivities they used in their classrooms. This will relate to the
next section, which is a description of the class observations I accomplished.
All ofthe professors stated they gave lectures, and about two thirds stated these were
generally followed by in-class discussion of the lecture content. About halfofthose
interviewed stated they broke the class into pairs or groups for discussions and other
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activities/exercises. All of the professorsstated they usedthe board (dry-eraseor chalk) to
write points orproblems having to do with lessons. About halfstated theyused overhead
projectors andtwo usedPowerPointpresentations. Three of the 15 statedtheyusedvideos
in class. All of the professors saidtheir classrequired at leastone textbook and somea lab
manual. Most saidthey alsogavevarious handouts to the students to augment the textbook
and classtopics. About one third interviewed assigned outside reading as well from course
subject journals or magazines.
As for writing, several of the technical field professors (computer related,
engineering, mathematics) requiredquantitative problem sets rather than compositions, but at
least two thirds ofthe professorsrequired one or more research papers per term. Also several
of the technicalprofessors did requiretheir graduate students to writejournal articles or
project reports. About half of the professors gave tests that required essay answers. Not
surprising, two courses required a lot ofwriting—Technical English, which required science
posters, web pages, proposals, analytical reports, letters, and memos; and Joumalism, which
required writing articles, research papers, reviews ofarticles, and essay tests.
Regarding speaking, most of the professors required that their students participate in
class discussions; however, of these, only five made participation part of the overall grade.
About one third ofthe professors required their students to give oral presentations, and of
these, two professors made these collaborative group projects.
Class Observation Results
As mentioned in Chapter Three, Methods, I observed five content classes from the
five student represented area disciplines. Those were Computer Engineering 577, Modem
Control Systems I; Mechanical Engineering 370, Engineering Measurements and
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Instrumentation; Physics 120, The Sky and Solar System, Agriculture Education 604,
Evaluation inAgriculture andExtension Education; andJournalism andMass
Communication 460, LawofMass Communication. I will describeeach class in turn.
Computer Engineering 577, Modem Control Systems I, was taught byamale
professor with a slight Arabic accent. The room setting was old style desks, about 40, with a
blackboard at the front of the room. The professor usedan overheadprojector. Therewere
approximately 20 students inclass, many international including several Chinese, Malaysian,
andIndian students, oneArab, and twoAmericans. Overall the classwas lecture-based but
with requested participation. The professor began byusing theoverhead projector to review
the last lesson. He used the blackboard to write examples ofexplanations, and he used the
overhead projector again to introduce newmaterial. The atmosphere seemed relaxed andthe
professor encouraged the students to ask questions if they didnotunderstand. The professor
also asked students to answer questions as he proceeded with the lecture to which several
students volunteered answers. One definitely had to know the language of the subject field
as theEnglish usedwasvery technical withmany subject symbols. Theprofessor usedno
idioms. He stood at the overheadprojectoror boardmost of the class; his writingon the
board and overhead slide was legible.
Mechanical Engineering 370, EngineeringMeasurements and Instrumentation, was
taught by a male professor with a standardAmerican accent. Again the setting was old style
with about 40 desks, a white board at the front of the room, and an overhead projector. There
were approximately 30 students, six ofwhom were international, and ofthose, four were
either Chinese or Korean and the other two were Indian or Malaysian. Overall, the class was
lecture-based with a lot ofparticipation by the students. The professor began with an
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explanation oftheexam results that had been posted on the Web. He showed onan overhead
slideexamresultdistribution and explained midterm grading. Onestudent asked aboutthe
upcoming exam; theprofessor answered. Theprofessor then hadthe students get into pairs
and gave them a question via anoverhead slide towork on. Students seemed accustomed to
this anddiscussed the question among themselves while theprofessor wrote a problem on the
board. Afterapproximately 10minutes, the professor called on several pairs to answer the
question, which theydid in parts. The professor thenproceeded to gooverthree problems on
the board asking and answering questions as he went along. Again, the language was very
technical with many equations and problems sets. The professorstood at the boardor
overhead projector the entireclass. Heusedno idioms but did tell a two ofjokes, bothof
which did not require cultural knowledge. Hiswriting on the overhead slidewasa small, but
the students did not seem to have trouble reading it.
Physics 120,The Sky and Solar System, was taughtby a male professorwith a slight
east coast American accent. The classroom setting was in a large lecture hall with theater
seating. Though there was probably enough seating for 200 students, I counted
approximately 100with several internationals mixed among Americans. Overall, the class
was lecture-based with limited participation by the class. The professor did ask a couple of
questions, but it did not appear he expected a response from the students as he answered the
questions himself shortly after he asked them. The professor began by telling students that if
they were having problems with the course work, they could go to the help room; he
followed this by telling them their next assignment would be on the Web. He then began a
review ofthe last class using an overhead slide of the solar system identifying each part
followed by an overhead on Kepler's Third Law. He followed this by a discussion of
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radioactivity witha demonstration using a Geiger counter. He also used the large white
boards situated at the front of the class to demonstrate the equation of the rate ofdecay.
Again, the language used was very specific to the subject. Had the studentsnot read the
subject material previously, theywould havebeenlost. Theprofessor used two idioms
("Lets get down to brass tacks" and"... a glutton forpunishment") andtold a joke having to
dowith spacetravel, whichdid not require cultural knowledge. Theprofessor stood beside
the overhead projector or behindthe demonstration table during the lecture. Hiswriting on
the overhead slide and board was legible.
AgricultureEducation604, Evaluation inAgriculture andExtensionEducation, was
taught by a female professor with a standard American accent. The settmg was a small
classroomwith tables and chairs (two students per table), a white board in the front, and a
computerprojector. Therewere 12 students; threewere international, one Hispanicand two
African. Overall, the class was lecture-based with a lot ofparticipation from most of the
students. The professor began by using a Power Point slide to review the last class. She
asked if everyone understood; no one asked questions. She then gave an overview of the
day's lesson (again, using Power Point) and asked students to get out their textbook, which
they did. She asked students what they had "pulled out" of the assigned reading; several
student volunteered information. She then asked students particular questions about the
reading, which students answered indicating they had read the assignment. The professor
asked the students to review a particular problem in the text in small groups (they got into
groups of3-4); after approximately 10 minutes, she asked each group to give their findings.
Theprofessor then went over the upcoming assignment (designing a questionnaire) using two
Power Point slides. She discussed the qualities ofa good questionnaire then handed one out
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to the students for themto critique. Students discussed this for approximately 7minutes
before the class ended. The professor sat at her desk in the front of the roomduringthe
lecture and walked around the classroom during student discussions. Her voice was
extremely clear, and she used two idioms ("What did you "pull out" of the reading?" and
"Letsnot beat a deadhorse."). ThePower Pomtslides were extremely easyto readand they
were nicely color coordinated.
Journalism and Mass Communication 460, Law ofMass Communication was taught
bya female professor witha slight southern American accent. Thesetting wasa large
classroom with traditional-style desks (approximately 50). Therewere three white boardsat
the front of the room. There were approximately45 students; two were international, one
Arab female I recognized from having interviewed her; the otherwasHispanic. Overall the
class was lecture-based with some student participation. The professor began by asking
students questions from the assigned reading. No one answered, so the professor called ona
student to look the answer up in the textbook. After a couple ofminutes the student
answered, and the professor began a lecture about copyright laws. She asked the students to
tell her the four-part test for copyright, discussed the previous class, which the students did;
the professor wrote these on the board. She then gave examples ofpossible copyrightable
material and asked students to apply the four-part test to see if the material could in fact be
copyrighted. The students answered; one student asked about one ofthe material examples.
The professor ended the class by giving the students the reading assignment for the next
class. The professor sat at her desk most of the class with the exception ofwhen she wrote
the four-part test on the board. Her lecture contained no idioms nor did she use technical
language.
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To summarize the class observations, all were lecture-based with varying degrees of
studentparticipation; in fact, most professors expected studentparticipation. The lectures
seemed relatively easy to comprehend for non-native English speakers, that is, there were no
strongregional or non-standardaccentsor overuse of idioms,and the lecturesappeared well
organized thoughthe engineeringandphysics lectures contained many discipline-specific
technical terms. All ofthe professorsused the white/chalk board and slides on an over head
or computerprojector, and their writingwas legible. All reviewedthe previous lesson, three
referenced course textbooks, two referenced course work on the course web page, and one
gave a handout for students to work from. Two professors used group or pair work.
Essentially then all classes required receptive skills including reading the board, slides,
textbook, and handouts; listening to lectures, fellow classmates questions and discussions as
well as productive skills including writing lecture notes, asking/answering questions and
participating in class discussions. The exception was the physics class where there was no
class participation on the day I attended.
Summary ofFindings from the Questionnaires, Interviews and Observations
I will summarize the many findings from this chapter by going back the original
research questions, that is to say, what are the experiences, gaps, and needs ofArabic-
speaking students who come to the U.S. to study in terms ofthe English language categories
ofreading, writing, listening, and speaking? As there were other needs and concerns also
identified relating to and distinct from language skills, I will address those as well. It is
importantto note here that the English language difficulties faced by Arabic-speaking
students can be causednot only by a lack of previous English language learningor teachmg
deficiencies, butmayalso spring from linguistic differences between Arabic andEnglish and
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cultural differences in the Arab and Western worlds. For example, though difficulty
associated with pronunciation can beconsidered linguistic, Arabic-student use ofthe
imperative when speaking, even when thesituation does not dictate the imperative, may be
attributable to pragmatic differences between Arabic and English aswell as cultural
differences. Rhetorical differences in stylebetween Arabic andEnglish conventions of
argumentation, bothoral andwritten, also reflect bothlanguage andcultural differences. I
mention this to pointoutthat the study suggests notonly the importance of determining
language-based difficulties butalso cultural differences, which relate to language learning,
use, requirements, and weaknesses.
Letme beginby speaking in general terms ofArabic-speaking students' backgrounds
as identified by their questionnaires, comments, and interviews. Withregard to the number
of years Arabic-students had studied English prior to coming to theU.S., on average, per the
studentquestionnaires, students had studiedapproximately 8-9 years. This trackswith
information from student interviews in which most reported they began English study in
grade four or five with class time ranging fi"om 45 minutesthree days a week to 1hour a day
six days a week. In general, grammar, vocabulary, reading, and writing were the most
emphasized language areas in both elementary and high school. In elementary school, the
focus was learning the basics beginning with letters then working to words, sentences, and
simple paragraphs. Little or no focus was placed on listening or speaking. In high school,
focus moved to learning and memorizing grammar rules, building vocabulary, reading short
passages fi'om English textbooks, and writing short answers to questions about the reading.
More emphasis was placed on listening and speaking, but still very little comparatively for a
majority of the students. Undergraduate students indicated more emphasis had been placed
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on listeningand speakingthan did graduate students. Englishsocietyand culture (British
andU.S.) was never emphasizedin elementary school, for very few students in high school,
and for a few students in college. Finally, though students had a great deal of exposure to
English outsideclass, they indicatedthey took little or no opportunity to practiceEnglish
outside class. This last tracks with previous research (mentioned in Chapter Two) that most
Arabic-speaking student have or take little or no opportunity to use/practice authentic or
natural English, which of course effects their level of competency.
Motivations for leaming a language also effect how competent one will become in
that language and therefore should be taken into considerationwhen assessing student needs.
With regard to students' reasons for studying English prior to coming to the U.S., a majority
indicated on their questionnaire that they took English because it was required in school.
Many studied because they wanted to attend university in the U.S. As to how students
planned to use English in the future, most indicated in a future employment or academic
setting.
Now I will move into the four general language area sub-skills addressing previous
exposure to the sub-skills as well as both importance and frequency level of sub-skills
currently required by students according to student questionnaires, comments, and
interviews; instructor comments and interviews; and class observations. In addition, I will
discuss mstructor observations ofdifficulties Arabic-students have with each language area
as well as student views on needs students have in those areas prior to coming to the U.S. for
university. In general though, it appears undergraduate students were exposed to a greater
variety ofmethods, materials and assignments in all four language categories (reading,
writing, listening and speaking) than graduate students.
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Exposure to and Requirements for Reading
With regard to reading, those sub-skills or assignments students most frequented
listed as having been exposed to according to their questionnaires were English textbooks,
composition tests, and short stories. Results of student interviews regarding exposure to
reading materials indicated there was some variety, but this was limited to a very few
students. Most indicated, as on their questionnaires, exposure mainly to English textbooks.
None mentioned exposure to academic joumals, newspapers or magazines during the
interviews.
Moving on to current exposure and requirements for English with regard to reading,
both students and content instructors ranked reading of textbooks as most important followed
by essay exams, academic joumals, Internet, instructional material technical reports, and
email. Graduate students ranked academic joumals and technical reports as more important
than did undergraduate students, possibly due to greater specialization by graduate students.
Students ranked the ability to read quickly as very important while instructors ranked it as
only somewhat important.
Regarding level of frequency for the reading sub-skills, there were not many
differences between student and instructor response. Both indicated the requirement to read
textbooks was very often followed by the Intemet (by students) and overhead
slides/classroom board and handouts (by instructors). The implication is that just because a
sub-skill is not required frequently does not mean it is not important (exams were ranked
very important). Not surprising, graduates also ranked researchpapers, thesis/doctoral
papers, and book/journal articles at a higher frequency level than undergraduates, which
indicates a higher level of discipline specialization by graduates. Both graduateand
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undergraduate student responses were mixed for compositions, lab reports, summaries, and
proposals indicating these are status (undergraduate or graduate) or discipline specific.
Whereas students ranked frequency of reading email and Internet often, instructor response
was mixed indicating that though most instructors thought of these as important, they may
not realize many teachers employ email and Internet resulting in greater frequency of use by
students.
The above requirements tracked with my interview of instructors and observation of
classes. Instructors indicated they all required a textbook and used it often. Most used the
class board (white or chalk) often and half used slides (overhead or computer projected),
many often. Most gave handouts; one third required outside reading from subject journals or
magazines. Observation of reading activities required in classes indicated that engineering
and science classes required heavy reading of technical terms and problem sets.
With regard to instructor-perceived Arab student problems and needs associated with
reading, the following observations were pertinent. Reading competency was considered to
be Arabic-students' weakest area according to bothEnglish and content instructors. Many
mentioned that their students read too slowly, which caused problems especially during in-
class reading (textbooks, board, slides). Most instructors (English and content) indicated that
their Arab students experienced difficulties in comprehensionactivities associatedwith
reading such asmaking inferences, analyzingtext, and locatingmain points. In addition,
many ofthe instructors opined that Arab studentswere very judgmental readers. These
instructor observations trackwithmuch of the research mentioned in Chapter Two,which
indicates thatmanyproblems associated withreading and comprehension can be attributed to
differences in Arabic andEnglish language andcultural/religious interference.
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Moving to student views regarding reading needs, the following pertinent information
wasexpressed in student comment questions and interviews. Overall, students felt that
reading should be givenmoreemphasis inEnglish language programs and that there should
be greater exposure to andwork from a variety of sources. That is to say,English textbooks
should be augmented with other reading materials such as English language newspapers,
magazines, journals, andotheracademic sources. Students felt reading activities should
focus on comprehension, which tracks with instructor views.
Exposure to and Requirements for Writing
With regard to writing, those sub-skills or assignments students most frequented
listed as having been exposed to according to their questionnaires were compositions, essay
tests, and letters. Both undergraduates and graduates indicated limited exposure to research
papers. Results of student interviews regarding exposure to writing materials indicated they
had experienced some variety in writing sub-skills or activities, but again, this was limited to
a few students.
Moving on to current exposure and requirements for English with regard to writing,
students and instructors ranked writing research papers and lecture notes as most important
followed by technical reports, essay exams, and email. Graduate students ranked writing
research papers and technical reports more important than did undergraduate students.
Students ranked correct use of grammar/vocabulary more important than did instructors
possibly due to instructors' placing (in general) more emphasis on content ofwriting rather
than form (as indicated in instructor interviews).
Regarding level of frequency for writing sub-skills, there was greater variation in
student and instructor response. Both students and instructors indicated writing lecture notes
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and research papers were required most often. Note thatthough research papers were
considered important and required frequently, students had little ornoexposure to these prior
to beginning university in theU.S. With a couple of exceptions, student and instructor
response was mixed with regard to frequency for the remainder ofthewnting sub-skills is
probably due todiscipline-specific requirements. Not surprising, graduate students were
required towrite more research papers, thesis/doctoral papers, lab reports book/joumal
articles, and proposals than undergraduate students (tracks with graduates indicating these
sub-skills were more important than indicated by undergraduates).
Theabove requirements tracked with myinterview of instructors andobservation of
classes with a couple of additions. All instructors indicated writmg lecturenotes to be very
important and saidthey expected students to takenotes often. Twothirds indicated writing
research papersto be very important though they onlyassigned oneor twoper term. Not
mentioned in the questionnaires (probablybecause it was not a listed sub-skill)was the
requirement of several instructors to have their students write problem sets.
With regardto instructor-perceived Arab studentproblems and needs associatedwith
writing, the following observations were pertinent. Englishand content instructors indicated
students had problems in the mechanics ofwriting includinggrammar, spelling, punctuation
and organization. However several content instructors stated that content in writing was
adequate. These problems are probably due to limited experience to academic writing prior
to coming to the U.S. and again (per research outlined in Chapter Two) differences between
Arabic and English language.
Moving to student views regarding writing needs, the following pertinent information
was expressed in student comment questions and interviews. As with reading, students
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believed there should be greater emphasis and variety when it came to writing in English
programs. Particularly students mentioned the need ofexposure to writing research papers,
technical reports and essays. Several students mentioned the need for more emphasis on
grammar and spellmg; one student mentioned the need to study U.S. versus British spelling,
which can be attributed to reading too.
Exposure to and Requirements for Listening
With regard to listening, those sub-skills or assignments students most frequented
listed as having been exposed to according to their questionnaires were lectures, reading
aloud by the teacher or fellow students, or audiotapes. Results of student interviews
regarding exposure to listening materials indicated the same exposure to sub-skills and
assignments but included listening to teacher questions and student answers to questions.
Moving on to current exposure and requirements for English with regard to listening,
students and instructors ranked listening to lectures, presented material, and direction as most
important sub-skills. Undergraduate students ranked listening to TV/film/radio as more
important than did graduate students while instructors ranked these as unnecessary.
Regarding level of frequency for the listening sub-skills, students and instructors
indicated listening to lectures was required very often followed by class discussion and
discussion in class. Undergraduate students indicated they were required to listen to videos
more often than graduate studentswhile instructors said the requiredfrequencywas only
sometimes to never. It is interestingto note that manyinstructors expectedout of class
discussion more frequentlythan indicatedby students. Perhaps this is indicativeof
instructors' expectation of study groups outside ofclass, or it could be indicative ofArab
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students' tendency to associate only with their ethnic group outside class (actually a tendency
1noted to be true ofmany international studentswho attend ISU).
The above listening requirements tracked withmy interview of instructors and
observation of classes with a couple of additions. All instructors indicated their courses were
lecture-based followed usually byan in-class discussion of lecture content. This was also the
case in all of the class observations. Ofnote was that all of the lectures I observed were
clear, organized, and contained no difficult accents or idioms. Some of the instructors
indicated they usedvideos; half stated theyused pair/group workfor classdiscussions,
activities, and projects. It is interesting to notethat though manyinstructors used pair/group
work, students indicated in their questionnaire and interviews littleexposure to this teaching
method. Finally,as indicated in the reading sectionabove, in the engineering and science
classes I observed,studentswere exposedto highlydiscipline-oriented and technical terms.
With regardto instructor-perceived Arab studentproblems and needs associated with
listening, the following observations were pertinent. Most instructors indicated listeningwas
the skill with which their Arab students had the least problem.
Moving to student views regarding listening needs of students coming to the U.S., the
following pertinent information was expressed in student comment questions and interviews.
As with reading and writing, students felt that greater emphasis should be placed on listening
in English programs, and there should be a greater variety of listening activities. Students
suggested this could include movies, TV talk shows, and more conversation in class. Several
students also indicated there should be emphasis on leaming (through hearing and speaking)
the U.S. accent rather than the British one.
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Exposure to and Requirements for Speaking
With regard to speaking, those sub-skills or assignments students most frequented
listed as having been exposed to according to their questionnaires were reading aloud and
asking questions of their teachers. Results of student interviews regarding exposure to
speaking activities indicated it to be the least emphasized language area. There was some
variety in assignments and activities, but it was limited to a very few students. Most
indicated activities included repeating sentences or short reading passages after the teacher,
reciting memorized passages, giving short answers to questions posed by teachers, and
reading aloud.
Moving on to current exposure and requirements for English with regard to speaking,
students and instructors ranked asking questions of the instructor as most important followed
by oral presentations and class discussion. Students ranked pronouncing words clearly as
important while instructors indicated it was only somewhat important; this is possibly due to
instructor focus on comprehension. Finally, as mentioned above regarding listening,
instructors related conversation with classmates outside ofclass at a higher import level than
did students.
Regarding level of frequency for the speaking sub-skills, in general, students and
instructors felt class discussionswere requiredmost often, but students indicateda greater
frequency for asking questions duringclasswhile instructors indicateda greater frequency
for answering questions during class. Bothstudent and instructor responses were mixed
regardingthe frequencyfor giving oralpresentations thoughstudentsoverall indicateda
higher frequency level than did instructors. Just as instructors ranked out ofclass conversing
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with classmates at higher level of import thandid students, so too did they give it a higher
frequency level than did students.
The above requirements trackedwith my interview of instructors and observation of
classes. As mentioned under listening, all professors indicated that during and after lecture,
theyexpected or required in class discussion. Halfof the instructors usedpair/group work,
which required discussions with fellow classmates; one third required oralpresentations.
With regard to instructor-perceived Arabic-speaking student problems and needs
associated with speaking, the following pertinent observations weremade. BothEnglish and
content instructors stated that their Arab students had no fear or hesitancy when speaking
thoughtheir speechwas not grammatically correct. Several instructors indicatedthat many
oftheir male Arab students tended to try and dominate conversations and some stated their
Arabic students "talked over" other classmates. These last two observations can be attributed
to cultural and religious differences as discussed in Chapter Two.
Moving to student views regarding speaking need ofstudents coming to the U.S., the
following pertinent information was expressed in student comment questions and interviews.
Most students felt that more emphasis should be placed on realistic conversation activities
and practice so that they could effectively communicate when coming to the U.S. Many
students too felt they would have benefited from giving oral presentations since they were
required to do so in their current degree program. Finally, several students indicated the need
for activities that focused on proper pronunciation and use ofU.S. idioms and accent.
Additional Needs Related to Language
First, I will discuss the English language needs faced by students in what I term as
life coping skills. In all of the activities listed in CSQ 4 (see Table 18), students indicated
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they used all four English categories (reading, writing, listening and speaking) often and that
use ofEnglish in each activity was absolutely necessary. The only exception was child
school/activities in which some students indicated they never used English, which is
probably indicative ofthose students who did not have children. Addressing life coping skill
English needs in a teaching program geared toward students planning to study abroad will
assiststudents in acclimating to a newculture academically and socially. Related to daily
life skills and encompassing allaspects ofEnglish were a few miscellaneous needs reported
bystudents ontheirquestionnaires and in their interviews. These included theneed for
teaching coping skills, employment ofEnglish teachers who werenative English speakers,
andthe necessity forEnglishteachers to understand student culture and teachU.S. culture
and idioms.
Next, I will discuss those needs andproblems relatedto language, which are of
import to English-language practitioners as identified by student questionnaires, comments
and interviews; instructor comments and interviews; and class observations. Per the
questionnaires, both students and instructors felt the need for analyzing text was very
important. Both students and instructors also rankedhigh the importance of leamingnew
vocabulary. This last is probably due to student and instructor knowledge that vocabulary
affects all aspects of language.
During their interviews too, instructors (English and content) indicated their Arab
students had problems with analyzing text specifically citing an inability to see the
relationship between main ideas or focus on the big picture and problems with conveying
useful or pertinent information from reading or lectures and with criticizing or prioritizing
parts of text. Also, several instructors felt their Arab students seem to prefer explicit
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conditions and have trouble making inferences or accepting ambiguity. The types of
problemsmentionedin the above threeparagraphs can be attributed(according to research
discussed in Chapter Two) to differences in Arabic and English and to some extent cultural
and religious interference. Knowledge of these problems and their causes can help English
language practitioners better understand Arab students and thus address their specific needs.
Other Findings of Significance
In addition to types of analysis or comprehension problems discussed above,
instructors stated they have experienced other situations with their Arab students they
consider to be problematic. Several instructors mentioned it seems their Arab students are
very rigid in their thinking when facing differing points ofview specifically citing examples
of their Arab students making value judgments early basing their view often on emotional
rather than logical reasons, and they do not seem willing to change these judgments. Two
professors stated they believed Arab students (particularly males) have problems in dealing
with male/female relationships in the classroom citing examples of challenging female
professors and an inability or reluctance to work with female students. Finally, several
instructors related that their Arab students had difficulty in accepting their given grades. It
seemed they felt grades should be based on effort versus result of effort. Several cited
examples of students arguing about or debating their grades. Per research mentioned in
Chapter Two, most of these problems can be summed up as having been caused in part by
cultural and religious differences in Arab and Westem societies. Again, knowing these
problems and their causes can assist in addressingneeds.
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CHAPTER 5 - CONCLUSIONS
Sowhatcan be gainedfrom this study? What are its implications and limitations, and
what yet needs to be done? Were the goals of assessing the English language needs of
Arabic-speaking students who come to the U.S. to study met? Perhaps the study did not
addressall needs—what study could? Perhaps it did not addressall aspectsofneeds it did
identify, which would require a more in depthstudy. But it did provide useful information
onArabic-speaking student needs that can be considered in pedagogical applications.
Summary ofResults
Lets begin by looking at the key findingswith regard to Arabic-speaking student
English language needs. It is important to note that though there were some differences
between student and instructor perceptions, for the most part both students and instructors
had very similar views when it came to level of importance and frequency they attributed to
language skills. This, along with the similar findings from class observations, tends to
suggestthat the findings are credible. Let memake somegeneral observations first. Overall,
for the four language categories of reading, writing, listening, and speaking, exposure to sub-
skills in the areas was varied, but this variation was limited to a few students. Overall,
undergraduate students had experienced more variety than graduate students, which can be
attributed to perhaps being exposed to more modem English language teaching methods and
programs. Overall, students had been exposed to English outside class, but they took little or
no opportunity to use or practice authentic or natural English outside of the classroom, which
greatly affected their proficiency. For the most part, students had in previous English
programs experienced little study ofU.S. culture, which affected their acculturation into a
U.S. university setting. Finally, for the most part, student motivation in learning English was
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instrumental, that is to say,reasons given for English study weremainly for future academic
and employment opportunities versus total integration into anEnglish-speaking society. This
too, according to research, affects student mastery of a language.
Moving on to specifics for the four language areas, for reading, the sub-skills or
activities most neededwere the ability to read textbooks, exams, technical reports, academic
journals, overheads, handouts, email, and the Internetas well as the ability to read quickly.
As for problems in the areaof reading, instructors pointed outthatArabic-speaking students
needed improvement in reading comprehension and analyzing text. Student-perceived
reading needs for those coming to the U.S. to study centered around experiencmg a greater
variety in academic reading materials (i.e. those they would face in university) and greater
focus on reading comprehension.
For writing, the sub-skills or activities most neededwere writing of lecture notes,
researchpapers, essay exams, technical reports, and emails. Writing ofcompositions, lab
reports, book/journal articles, proposals, theses/doctoral papers, and problem sets were also
needed but level of import and frequency was based more on education level (graduates
viewed these except compositions as more important) and probably discipline specialty by
both student and instructor. In addition, using correct grammar/vocabulary as well as writing
within a time limit was considered a need. The main problem in the area ofwriting per
instructors was with the mechanics ofwriting but encompassed all four areas of
communicative competence (grammatical, sociolinguistic, discourse and strategic). Student-
perceived writing needs for those coming the U.S. to study centered around experiencing
greater variety m writing activities, particularly including research papers, technical reports,
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and focus onU. S. versus BritishEnglish language conventions (spelling,punctuation,
grammar, etc.).
For listening, the sub-skills or activities most neededwere listening to lectures,
directions, and in/out ofclass discussions. In addition, it was determined that students needed
exposure to and practice at pair/group work. Though most instructors felt students had less
needs in the area of listening, some felt listening comprehensionneeded improvement.
Student-perceived listeningneeds for those comingto the U.S. to study centeredaround
practice in realistic and natural conversation so that they (students) could communicate
effectively.
For speaking, the sub-skills or activities most needed were experiencein giving oral
presentations, asking/answering questions in class, and class discussion. Most instructors
agreedthat their Arab students communicated withoutdifficulty or hesitancybut that their
speaking could use grammatical and pronunciation improvement. As with listening, student
perceived needs focused on practice of conversation.
There were needs related to language or ways to think about language pointed out by
instructors, which definitely bear mentioning. Some ofthese included determining the
relationship between ideas, developing support for a point of view, drawing conclusions,
identifying main/useful points, criticizing and prioritizing text, and making inferences.
Developing these types of skills addresses the importance of critical thinking required in an
academic setting.
Other needs identified included considering daily life coping skills to assist students
in becoming acclimatized to the academic and social culture of a new environment. Students
will have lives outside the classroom where they will interact with native speakers in a
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variety ofcontexts. These needs must beaddressed if students are to have a positive and
beneficial foreign education experience. Students also pointed out theneed forEnglish
teachers to understand students' culture and to a lesser extent societal history. Understanding
of these leads to betterunderstanding of students, which is essential whenaddressing their
needs.
Finally, there wereother areas of concern pointed out by instructors, mostly involving
behavior on the part of Arab students, that instructors opined couldbeproblematic.
According to instructors, Arab students seemed veryrigid in theirthinking especially when
faced withdiffering points of view, and students basedtheir argument for a point of viewon
emotional rather than logical support. ManyArab students, especiallymales, seemedto have
difficulty withmale/female relationships in the academic setting bothwith their instructors
and classmates. Lastly, manyArab students had difficulty accepting their given grades and
they often debatedthem with instructors. I mentionthese potentialproblemareas for
awareness purposes and point out that according to research (andmypersonal experience),
the causes for this behavior on the part ofArabs is due mainly to differences in Arabic and
English language and cultural and societal differences betweenthe Arab andWestern worlds.
Although initially my plan was to explore only language-based difficulties faced by Arabic-
speaking students, results of the study suggest the importance of examining cultural
differences as these are related to English language learning, use, and challenges faced by
Arabic-speaking students. Again, the more you know about your students, the better
equipped you are to address their needs.
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Implications
So what can be done with the above findings? Well certainly they have pedagogical
implications, and for me, these are the most important. In general, knowing the above
specific needs will assist in the development ofa course curriculum (or least lesson plans)
that addresses the needs of students who come to the U.S. to study. Particularly, a
preparatory English or EAP course could be developed that exposes students to the specific
sub-skills they will face upon entering university in the U.S. The course could also
incorporate daily life coping skills, which would assist in student transition from one
environment to another (both academically and culturally). Knowledge of the above needs
also can help in selecting materials for this course or an existing course ofthis type. Moving
into specific implications, students coming to the U.S. have many experiences, expectations,
and goals. Instructors too have course requirements and expectations of their students. All
of these must be taken into consideration when addressing student needs. Many ofthe
problems Arabic-speaking students have vdth learning English language can be attributed to
cultural differences. Students and instructors alike will almost certainly need to acknowledge
and to some extent understand their cultural differences, which v^dll influence their academic
goals and expectations. Besides the differences in cultural expectations, which affect
academic life, there is also the fact that Arabic-speakmg students do not always seem to be as
prepared as they might be for academic challenges they are facing. For instance, they are not
as well prepared as they might be for certainwritingassignments such as researchpapers,
and they are perhaps unnecessarily prepared in other areaswhere they have little or no need
such as writing letters. Studentsneedpracticewith activities andmethodsthey will face as
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well as exposure to theenvironment, orat least knowledge of it, if they are to have a
successful academic experience.
This study did showthe gap between previous English language experiences and
current English language requirements. However, it has limited application when it comes to
a language assessment ofArabic-speaking students. It at least adds to already existing
information byconfirming literature onthetopic and showing Arab student English language
weaknesses aspointed outbyboth students and instructors. Though thebooks Methods of
Teaching English toArab Students byAl-Mutawa and Kailani (1989) and Errors inEnglish
AmongArabicSpeakers: Analysis and Remedy byKharma andHajjaj (1989) are very
extensive when it comes to problems faced byArabic-speaking students when leaming
English language aswell as solutions to these problems, this studyaddsto theirworkby
outliningin greater detail particular academic needs in the four language categories and those
relatedto languagefaced byArabic-speaking students who come to the U.S. to study. It also
helps confirmand negate assumptionsabout actual needs of and challenges facedby Arabic-
speaking students.
This study adds to English language practitioner education. It gives those teachers
who teach or plan to teach Arabic-speaking students an awareness ofneeds particular to
Arabic-speaking students and potential problem areas that may arise when teaching along
with causes of these problems. The study also provides resources with which to deal with
these challenges, and I list those I found most helpful here.
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Good Resources for Teachers ofArabic-speaking Students
Particular to Arabic-speaking Students:
- Al-Mutawaand Kailani's (1989) bookMethods ofTeachingEnglish toArab Students
provides a detailed andpractical overview ofpastand present methods ofteaching
English as a foreign language in theArab world. All areasof language are discussed
such as reading, writing, listening, speaking, grammar and vocabularyas well as
cultural differences with particular reference to the Arab learner.
- Kharmaand Hajjaj's (1989) book.Errors inEnglishAmongArabic Speakers:
Analysis and Remedy is a guideto the types of problems Arab learners face in
studyingEnglish and gives excellentsuggestions for solvingthe problems. It is
particularly helpful in teaching discourse competency.
- Williams' (1984) article, "A Problem of Cohesion," discusses the problemof
cohesion and the different patterns of cohesion and textual development favored by
Arabic and English. He specifically outlines problem areas that deserve particular
attention.
Useful to Teaching all Foreign Students Who are Bound for U.S. University:
- Horowitz' (1986) article, "What ProfessorsActually Require: Academic Tasks for the
ESL Classroom" gives useful, practical, and detailed suggestions as to methods to
simulate university writing tasks by having students practice the constituent skills of
academic information processing.
- Spack's (1988) article, "Initiating Students into the Academic Discourse Community:
How Far Should We Go?" too gives suggestions as to programs to teach students
general inquiry strategies, rhetorical principles, and tasks that can transfer to other
course work.
- Straub's (1999) article, "Designing a Cross-Cultural Course" gives useful and
detailed suggestions for developing an intercultural communication program to equip
students with the cognitive skills they need in a second-culture envu-onment.
- Blue's (1993) book Language Learning andSuccess: Studying through English
provides a useful description of the skills required to accomplish many ofthe study
activities (I call them sub-skills) identified in my study as English language
requirements (see his Table 1).
Study Limitations
This study suffers from several limitations some ofwhich can be categorized under
objectivity, sampling, and validity. As Christison and Krahnke (1986) state, "knowledge
about language and the attitude toward it are subject to idealization and misconception" (63).
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This is a very general statementthat I supposecouldbe attributable to most all studies that
are not purely empirical and that involve human interpretation.
Also per Christison and Krahnke, sampling problems can derive from the fact
opinions reported may be those ofonly a few respondents. As for my study, it is important to
realize that its findings do not reflect the opinion ofall instructors or Arabic-speaking
students, even all of those at ISU; it is just a sampling. It is also important to consider the
type of institution in which the samplingwas taken. There could be variation in needs
among different universities or colleges. As Ferris and Tagg (1996) state with some
additions from me, "to establish a solid [and more extensive] base of authentic data.. .more
data from a greater number of instructors [and students] and a wide range of institutions
should be gathered and analyzed" (51). It might well be that the results ofmy study would
be confirmed by a larger study.. .or equally that they are relatively institution specific. But I
doubt it.
Finally, per Christison and Krahnke, questionnaires can be a source of validity
problems because respondents may have different interpretations of terms used on the
questionnaire. For example, how a student defines the term "conversation" or "grammar"
may be quite different from what another student, instructor or even the researcher means by
the term. Also, as Horowitz (1986) points out, use ofquestionnaires or even an interview can
"leave open question whether the data reflect what the respondents do, what they think they
do, or what they want the researcher to think they do" (447).
In particular, lessons I leamed that would have changed the way I conducted my
study are as follows. Unfortunately I chose the end of the term to conductmy study.
Students facemanychallenges, which clamor for their timeat the endof a term including
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final exams, final projects,worryingabout graduation and if they are graduating, movingand
finding a job, securing next term assistantships.. .the list goes on. So the last thing many
wanted to think about was to assist me by completing a questionnaire or taking time to be
interviewed. Instructors too face many responsibilities at the end ofa term. That I got the
response I did both fi-om students and instructorswas fantastic and did make for a useful
study; however, had I conducted the study at the beginning of the term, response I believe
would have been greater leading to perhaps more credible findings.
Ideally, I would have conducted analysis of the questionnaires prior to conducting
interviews. That way I could have asked students and instructors about the findings and
checked my interpretations of them. In addition, I would have ensured that the English
background question having to do with English skill exposure (EBQ 2) and the level of
importance and fi:equency questions on the questionnaire (CSQ 2 and 3) contained at least all
ofthe same sub-skills. This would have allowed for a better comparison ofwhat English
students had been exposed to and what they faced in their current degree program.
Further Research
Pointing out limitations leads to opinions ofwhat more can be done regarding
assessing the English language needs ofArabic-speaking students who come to the U.S. to
study. A similar study ofthis type with a greater number of respondents would be beneficial
to either confirm or negate the study findings. It was beyond the scope ofthis study to look
at needs all international students have when coming to the U.S. to study; I assume there are
English needs specific to Arabic-speaking students. However, it may be interesting to obtam
other international or even American student perspectives on needs to see if they are similar
or different than Arabic-speaking student perspectives. In addition, as gender-related issues
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were brought out in the study, particularly constraints to learning due to cultural dictates
regarding male/female relationships, it might be interesting to conduct a similar study
comparing results ofmale and female respondents to determine differences and similarities.
Though there seems to be a widespread believe that some disciplines are more or less
linguistically demanding than others, as Blue (1993) states, "it is dangerous to assume that
students who are in [for example] more mathematically oriented disciplines do not require a
high degree of linguistic proficiency too" and "...less language use does not necessarily
imply a lower level of sophistication in language use" (7). However, it may be interesting to
do a comparison by discipline of current situational needs to see what similarities and
differences fall out.
It would be very interesting to gain perspectives of teachers who are currently
teaching in Arabic-speaking countries to see if their views match or differ fi"om those brought
out in the study. Certainly their views would greatly add to knowledge ofArabic-speakmg
student needs and challenges faced in teaching them.
Ofthe English language weaknesses identified by this study, some were attributed to
purely linguistic deficiencies, some were due to cultural differences, and some related to both
language and culture. It would be helpful to conducta studyto further explore the causesfor
English language weaknesses, challenges, andneeds to help distinguish the difficulties due to
deficiencies in English language proficiency as opposed to those due to cultural differences.
Finally, it would be useful to develop a fi*amework for analyzing learning(versus
leamer) needs. Perhaps this type of fi-amework could assist in identifying how to teach the
required language skillsand activities brought out in the study(i.e. howto takeeffective
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notes, howto do research for a research paper, etc.). Onecouldalso take the studyto the
next level and actually build a course that addresses the above needs.
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APPENDIX A. STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
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English Needs Assessment Student Questionnaire
Demographic Questions
Name:
Age:
Gender: Male
Nationality:
Native Language:
Current Degree program:
Current Major:
Previous Major(s):
BA/BS(s): _
MA/MS(s):
Ph. D.(s): _
Teaching Assistant?
Female
Other Languages Spoken:
Undergraduate
Graduate
Doctoral
Year
Year
Year
yes no Class(es) you teach:
Courses you are currently taking: (list all courses and instructors)
Courses; (course number^ Instructors;
Years studied in the U.S. TOEFL Score:
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Where and when did you complete the following education?
Education; Place (City and Country) Year;
High school
Undergraduate work_
Graduate work
English Background Questions
1. How many years did you study English in the following academic settings? (check all that apply)
Elementary school Number ofyears
High school Number ofyears
College Number ofyears
Other: Number ofyears
2a. To what extent were the following areas of English emphasized in your elementary or primary
school (usually the first six years of school)? (circle the number)
Activities Frequency: Never Seldom Sometimes Often
Reading 1 2 3 4
Writing 1 2 3 4
Listening 1 2 3 4
Speaking 1 2 3 4
Vocabulary 1 2 3 4
Grammar 1 2 3 4
Social/Cultural Study 1 2 3 4
2b. Towhat extentwere the following areas of English emphasized in your high school (usuallythe
last six years of school)? (circle the number)
Activities Freouency: Never Seldom
Reading 1 2 3 4
Writing 1 2 3 4
Listening 1 2 3 4
Speaking 1 2 3 4
Vocabulary 1 2 3 4
Grammar 1 2 3 4
Social/Cultural Study 1 2 3 4
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2c. To what extent were the followmg areas ofEnglish emphasized m your college? (circle the
number)?
Reading 1 2 3 4
Writing 1 2 3 4
Listening 1 2 3 4
Speaking 1 2 3 4
Vocabulary 1 2 3 4
Grammar 1 2 3 4
Social/Cultural Study 1 2 3 4
2d. To what extent were the following areas ofEnglish emphasized in an institution other than school
or college (i.e. a private school)? (circle the number)
Activities Freauencv: Never Seldom Sometimes Often
Reading 1 2 3 4
Writing 1 2 3 4
Listening 1 2 3 4
Speaking 1 2 3 4
Vocabulary 1 2 3 4
Grammar 1 2 3 4
Social/Cultural Study 1 2 3 4
3. Why did you study English prior to coming to the U.S.? (check all that apply)
required in school or college
you liked American literature or culture
you wanted to study in the U.S.
you thought it would get you a good job
you needed it for your job
you wanted to study it as a foreign language
other:
4. Which of the following methods, materials, and assignments were used by your English teachers
in teaching and assessing English in the following areas? (check all that apply)
Reading:
textbooks
novels
academic j oumals
short stories
poems
comprehension tests
newspapers/magazines
multiple choice tests
other:
Writing:
book reports
compositions
essay tests
research papers
letters
lab reports
creative (poems/stories)
e-mail
journal writing
other:
Listening:
lectures in class
audio tapes on class content
audio tapes of self
video tapes of class content
video tapes of self
reading out loud
class conversation
casual conversation
other:
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Speaking: Miscellaneous:
reading out loud doing class work in small groups
asking questions in class doing class work in pairs
oral presentations other:
conversation
pronunciation activities
other:
5. WhichEnglish courses have you taken since comingto the U.S.? (circle all levels that apply)
a. Pre-academic (before passing TOEFL; i.e. lEOP):
Courses: Levels; beginning intermediate advanced
grammar 12 3
composition/writing 3
reading/vocabulary 12 3
communication skills 12 3
TOEFL preparation 3
other; 12 3
b. Academic (after passing TOEFL) (list all English courses taken):
grammar (i.e. Engli^ 101b orequivalent):
writing (i.e. English lOlc/d, 104, 105 or equivalent):
reading/vocabulary (i.e. English lOlr or equivalent):
communication skills (i.e. English lOlL, 180, or equivalent):
other:
6. In your opinion, what was your proficiency level in English in the following skills prior to coming
to the U.S.? (circle level)
Skills Levels:be2innins intermediate advanced fluent
Reading 1 2 3 4
Writing 1 2 3 4
listening 1 2 3 4
speaking 1 2 3 4
vocabxilary 1 2 3 4
grammar 1 2 3 4
Current Situation Questions
1. What is the level of importance of the following English skills in your current degree program?
(circle level)
Skills Levels: unnecessary somewhat necessary absolutely
Reading 12 3 4
Writing 3 4
Listening 12 3 4
Speaking 3 4
Vocabulary 12 3 4
Grammar 3 4
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2. Whatis the levelof importance of the following sub-skills in yourcurrent degree program? (circle
level)
somevi'hat absolutely
Reading:
-American literature 1 2 3 4
-newspapers and magazines 1 2 3 4
-instructional material (i.e. lab manuals) 1 2 3 4
-textbooks 1 2 3 4
-exam questions (multiple choice) 1 2 3 4
-exam questions (essay) 1 2 3 4
-reading for pleasure 1 2 3 4
-academic journals 1 2 3 4
-technical reports 1 2 3 4
-internet sources 1 2 3 4
-e-mail 1 2 3 4
-ability to read quickly 1 2 3 4
-other: 1 2 3 4
Writing:
-technical reports 1 2 3 4
-in class writing 1 2 3 4
-lab reports 1 2 3 4
-research papers 1 2 3 4
-essay answers on exams 1 2 3 4
-using correct vocabulary/grammar 1 2 3 4
-taking notes on lectures 1 2 3 4
-letters 1 2 3 4
-e-mail 1 2 3 4
-ability to write with a time limit 1 2 3 4
-other: 1 2 3 4
Listening:
-lectures 1 2 3 4
-TV, film, radio 1 2 3 4
-spoken directions 1 2 3 4
-orally presented material 1 2 3 4
-student talk 1 2 3 4
-cultural references 1 2 3 4
-other: 1 2 3 4
Speaking:
-participating in class discussions 1 2 3 4
-asking questions of the instructor 1 2 3 4
-organizing and presenting oral reports 1 2 3 4
-pronouncing words clearly 1 2 3 4
-talking to the instructor outside of class 1 2 3 4
-conversing with classmates outside
of class 1 2 3 4
-other: 1 2 3 4
Sub-Skill
Miscellaneous skills:
-ability to analyze text
-ability to understand non-verbal
communication (i.e. gestures)
-learning new vocabulary
-other:
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unnecessary somewhat necessary • absolutely
3.Currently,which of the following academic activities are required ofyouand how often arethey
required?(check all that apply and circle frequency)
Reading:
textbooks I 2 3 4
academic journals 1 2 3 4
newspapers/magazine articles 1 2 3 4
class overheads/black boards 1 2 3 4
class handouts 1 2 3 4
internet 1 2 3 4
e-mail 1 2 3 4
other: 1 2 3 4
Writing:
taking notes during lecture 1 2 3 4
essay tests 1 2 3 4
compositions 1 2 3 4
research papers 1 2 3 4
lab reports 1 2 3 4
letters 1 2 3 4
summaries (ofbooks/ioumals) 1 2 3 4
proposals I 2 3 4
thesis/doctorate 1 2 3 4
books or ioumal articles 1 2 3 4
e-mail 1 2 3 4
other: 1 2 3 4
Listening:
lectures 1 2 3 4
class discussion 1 2 3 4
class videos 1 2 3 4
discussions with classmates
outside of class 1 2 3 4
other: 1 2 3 4
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Activity Frequency: seldom sometimes often very often
Speaking:
asking questions during lectures 12 3 4
discussions in class 12 3 4
discussions with classmates
outside of class 12 3 4
answering questions during lectures 3 4
giving presentations 12 3 4
other: 3 4
4a. How often do you use English in the following situations/activities? (circle frequencylevel)
Activity: Frequency: never seldom sometimes often
while shopping 12 3 4
when banking/for insurance 3 4
when paying rent/utilities 12 3 4
for auto repair 1 2 3 4
in children's school 2 3 4
during children's activities 1 3 4
at the post office 12 3 4
academic activities (in class) 3 4
academic activities (outside class) 12 3 4
in your job setting 3 4
on the telephone 12 3 4
for public transportation 3 4
at restaurants/clubs 12 3 4
going to the doctor/dentist 3 4
other: 12 3 4
4b. How important is using English in the following activities (circle level of importance)
Activity: unnecessary somewhat necessary absolutely
while shopping 12 3 4
for banking/insurance 3 4
when paying rent/utilities 12 3 4
for auto repair 3 4
in children's school 12 3 4
during children's activities 3 4
at the post office 12 3 4
academic activities (in class) 3 4
academic activities (outside class) 12 3 4
in class 3 4
in your job setting 12 3 4
on the telephone 3 4
for public transportation 12 3 4
at restaurants/clubs 3 4
going to the doctor/dentist 12 3 4
other: 12 3 4
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5.Of the following classroom environments, whichis usedin your degree program, andwhich do
you prefer?
Used:
working with the whole class
working in small groups
working in pairs
working alone
other:
Preferred:
working with the whole class
working in small groups
working in pairs
working alone
other:
Comment Questions:
1.Whatsuggestions wouldyougiveEnglishteachers in yourcountry or in theU.S. thatmighthelp thembetter
prepare students for U.S. university?
2. What specific language skills do you wish you had beenbetter at before comingto theU.S. and why?
3. What do you think are the greatest English needs ofMiddle Eastern students coming to the U.S. to study?
4. How do you plan to use English in the future?
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APPENDIX B. INSTRUCTOR QUESTIONNAIRE
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General Interview Questions for Instructors
1. Of the fourmajor skill categories (reading, writing, speaking, listening), whichare the
most essential for success in your class?
2. Which reading materials are most necessary? Reading of:
a. textbooks
b. exam questions (multiple choice
c. exam questions (essay)
d. non-textbook assignments (i.e. joumals, etc.)
e. other (what?)
2. Which writing assignments are most necessary? Writing of:
a. reports
b. research papers
c. essay answers
d. short critiques or analysis of an author's work
e. other (what?)
3. Which speaking skills are most essential?
a. ability to participate in class discussion
b. ability to formulate questions
c. ability to organize and present an oral report
d. ability to pronounce words clearly
e. other (what?)
4. Which listening skills are most important?
a. ability to follow spoken directions
b. ability to comprehend and restate orally presented class material
c. ability to understand and take adequate notes on lectures
d. ability to understand student talk
e. other (what?)
5. Which is more important for success in your class - a general knowledge ofEnglish or a
knowledge of the English specific to your discipline?
6. How important are the following skills and which do you think your Middle Eastern
students struggle with the most?
-grammar and sentence construction -punctuation and spelling
-thinking in English -vocabulary
-developing a point of view -developing support for a point ofview
-determining causes to a problem -inferring information from sources
-breaking reading into parts -synthesizing reading
-determining the relationships between ideas -drawing conclusions
-reading analytically -finding main ideas
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Specific Questions for Instructors
1. What is the level of importance of the following sub-skills in your classes? (circle level)
Sub-Skill iinnegessarv somewhat necessary absolutely
Reading:
-American literature 12 3 4
-newspapers and magazines 3 4
-instructional material (i.e. lab manuals)12 3 4
-textbooks 3 4
-examquestions (multiple choice) 12 3 4
-exam questions (essay) 3 4
-reading for pleasure 12 3 4
-academic journals 3 4
-technical reports 12 3 4
-internet sources 3 4
-e-mail 12 3 4
-ability to read quickly 3 4
-other: 12 3 4
Writing:
-technical reports
-in class writing
-lab reports
-research papers
-essay answers on exams
-using correct vocabulary/grammar
-taking notes on lectures
-letters
-e-mail
-ability to write with a time limit
-other:
Listening:
-lectures
-TV, film, radio
-spoken directions
-orally presented material
-student talk
-cultural references
-other:
Speaking:
-participating in class discussions
-asking questions of the instructor
-organizing and presenting oral reports
-pronouncing words clearly
-talking to the instructor outside of class
-talking with classmates outside class
-other:
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Sub-Skill unnecessary somewhat necessary absolutely
Miscellaneous skills:
-ability to analyze text 1
-ability to understand non-verbal
communication (i.e. gestures) 1
-learning new vocabulary 1
-other: 1
2. Currently, whichof the following academic activities are required in your classes and how often are
they required? (check all that apply and circle frequency)
Reading:
textbooks 1 2 3 4
academic journals 1 2 3 4
newspapers/magazine articles 1 2 3 4
class overheads/black boards 1 2 3 4
class handouts 1 2 3 4
internet 1 2 3 4
e-mail 1 2 3 4
other: 1 2 3 4
Writing:
taking notes during lecture 1 2 3 4
essay tests 1 2 3 4
compositions 1 2 3 4
research papers 1 2 3 4
lab reports 1 2 3 4
letters 1 2 3 4
summaries (of books/ioumals) 1 2 3 4
proposals 1 2 3 4
thesis/doctorate 1 2 3 4
books or ioumal articles 1 2 3 4
e-mail 1 2 3 4
other: 1 2 3 4
Listening:
lectures 1 2 3 4
class discussion 1 2 3 4
class videos 1 2 3 4
discussions with classmates
outside of class 1 2 3 4
other: 1 2 3 4
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Activity Freouencv; seldom sometimes often very often
Speaking:
asking questions during lectures 12 3 4
discussions in class 3 4
discussions with classmates
outside of class 12 3 4
answering questions during lectures 3 4
giving presentations 12 3 4
other: 3 4
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